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INTRODUCTION

The use of dietary nutrients with maximal efficiency

lfor lean tissue growth is the ultimate goal in poultry meat

production. In reality, however, considerable dietary

energy is diverted to body lipid production, resulting in

excessive carcass fat, adverse consumer reactions, and a

reduced efficiency of feed utilization.

In breeding programs for poultry meat producing stocks,

·a majority of the available selection pressure is applied to

growth rate. This breeding strategy has been highly

successful because an increased rate of growth reduces the

interval from hatch to market weight, thereby reducing

overall maintenance requirements and improving production

efficiency (McCarthy and Siegel, 1983). Reducing the age at

market weight, however, has probably concealed negative

implications of increased growth rates on true energetic

efficiency. Rapid growth is usually associated with

increased fat deposition (Chambers gt gl., 1981; McCarthy

and Siegel, 1983), and the energetic cost of producing a

unit of body adipose tissue is several fold that of

producing a unit of lean tissue (protein) (Hayes and

McCarthy, 1976).

Within the next few years, progress in reducing age at

market weight will likely diminish as physiological limits

1
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are approached (Siegel, 1978; Falconer, 1981; McCarthy,

1982; McCarthy and Siegel, 1983). As a result, progress in

improving the economic efficiency of poultry production will

become more dependent upon improvements in feed efficiency

which are independent of growth rate. Improved feed

efficiency and reduced fat deposition without a concomitant

reduction in body weight is a feasible alternative (Guill

and Washburn, 1974; Pym and Solvyns, 1979).

The efficiency of body tissue deposition depends upon

the intricate balance between energy intake and energy

expenditure. For a given environment and body weight, it

has been assumed historically that the maintenance energy

requirements of an animal are constant. Increases in

caloric intake above maintenance requirements, therefore,

are assumed to result in increased energy deposition as

either lean or fat tissue, while a decrease in energy intake

below maintenance requirements is assumed to result in a

loss of body weight. Nonetheless, evidence suggesting that

some animals are capable of adjusting energy expenditure, as

well as energy intake, for the maintenance of an appropriate

energy balance has accumulated (see reviews by Apfelbaum,

1975 and Rothwell and Stock, 1978, 1983a,b). This adaptive

response in energy expenditure has been termed diet-induced

thermogenesis by Rothwell and Stock (1978). Diet-induced
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thermogenesis resembles the non-shivering thermogenesis

exhibited by cold-adapted animals and is believed to be

mediated through the B·adrenergic stimulation of brown

adipose tissue thermogenesis (Himms—Hagen and Desautels,

1978; Rothwell and Stock, l979b,c; Trayhurn et al., 1982).

Diet-induced thermogenesis has not been specifically

studied in the domestic fowl. If poultry exhibit adaptive

thermogenic responses to differences in caloric intake,

there is potential to exploit such responses for improving

the efficiency of poultry production. Even small

improvements in feed efficiency due to minor modifications

in energy expenditure can have a significant economic

impact.

The studies presented in this dissertation concern

diet-induced thermogenesis in the domestic fowl. Energy

balance of chickens subjected to forced and restricted

feeding treatments was examined to determine if birds are

capable of such responses. Several approaches were used to

collect information concerning physiological mechanismsA
associated with energy balance regulation in the chicken.



REVIEW 0F LITERATURE

Diet-induced thermogenesis. Although a surprising

amount of experimental and anecdotal evidence for adaptation

to changes in caloric intake has accumulated during the last

century (see review by Apfelbaum, 1975), the report of

Miller and Payne (1962) is frequently cited as the first

evidence that animals are capable of dissipating excess

energy as heat. In their study, two weanling pigs were fed

either a low protein (2.6%) diet ag libitum or restricted

quantities of a high-protein (26%) diet. Although both pigs

maintained rather constant body weights, the caloric intake

of the pig fed the low-protein diet was five-fold that of

its counterpart fed the high—protein diet. This experiment

proved to be extremely controversial because only one animal

per treatment was used and because no measurements were made

of body composition, metabolic rate, or heat production

(Blaxter, 1973). Subsequent attempts to repeat the

experiment of Miller and Payne (1962) have produced both

positive (Gurr gt gl., 1980), and negative (Fuller, 1968,

1983) results.

In laboratory rodents, substantial overeating can be

induced by providing a variety of highly palatable foods

(Sclafani and Springer, 1976). In most instances,

particularly with adults, various degrees of obesity occur

4
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with such "cafeteria" feeding. Under some circumstances,

however, increased caloric intakes of up to 80% have been

reported with little or no effect on body weight; heat

production in such animals is often doubled (Rothwell and

Stock, 1978, 1980, 1981a). It was concluded that an

adaptive diet-induced thermogenesis plays a major role in

minimizing the accumulation of energy during voluntary

overeating. The mechanims most often proposed for this

phenomenon is increased thermogenesis by brown adipose

tissue (Himms-Hagen and Desautels, 1978; Rothwell and Stock,

1979b, 1982; Rothwell gt al., 1982b; Trayhurn gt al., 1982).

The contribution of diet—induced thermogenesis to the

control of body weight is not without controversy, and

arguments both pro (Rothwell and Stock, 1981a, 1982, 1983a)

and con (Hervey and Tobin, 1981, 1982b, 1983) are

meritorious. For example, the accuracy of determining

energy intake under cafeteria feeding has been questioned.

Most of these regimes include oily and sugary foods. Such

foods are difficult to retrieve from feeding apparatuses,

which can lead to errors in estimates of caloric intake. In

a recent report, however, Swick and Gribskov (1983)

presented evidence obtained with standardized purified diets

which was supportive of diet—induced thermogenesis. It has

also been argued that increased heat production associated
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with force-feeding or cafeteria feeding can be explained by

increases in body weight, differences in feeding activity,

differences in digestibility, and higher maintenance

requirements (Padbury gt al., 1979; Armitage gt al., 1981a,

1983; Bestley gt gl., 1982). Nonetheless, the thesis that q

diet-induced thermogenesis plays an important role in energy

balance and body weight regulation presently has rather

widespread acceptance (see Himms—Hagen, 1983).

Regardless of the contribution of diet-induced

thermogenesis, low energy expenditure appears to lead to

increased weight gain. Several mutant strains of mice

exhibit an early-onset obesity which is associated with

reduced heat production (Turner, 1948; Mayer, 1953). The

low energy expenditure of these genetically obese mice

occurs prior to the development of hyperphagia, suggesting

that hypometabolism provides the initial impetus to obesity

(Lin eg gl., 1977; Trayhurn et al., 1977). Nonhyperphagic

obesity can also result from hypothalamic lesioning (Frohman

et gl., 1969; Bray gt gl., 1973; Goldman gt gl., 1974; _

Sonoda, 1978).

Brown adipose tissue. Foster and Frydman (1978)

demonstrated that brown adipose tissue was the principal

site of nonshivering thermogenesis in adult rodents. This

tissue is located in several discrete depots in the
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interscapular, subscapular and axillary regions, as well as

at the nape of the neck, along the large blood vessels in

the thorax and abdomen, and between the bases of the ribs

(see review by Himms—Hagen, 1983, 1985; Nicholls and Locke,

1984). Brown adipose tissue contains a large number of

mitochondria and usually several small lipid droplets. In

obese animals, brown fat cells may be virtually

indistinguishable from white adipose cells because of high

concentrations of triacylglycerol. Brown adipose tissue

cells are directly innervated by the sympathetic nervous

system and undergo hyperplasia under sympathetic

stimulation. Both a and B-receptors are found in brown

adipose tissue. Stimulation of an a—receptor produces an

early membrane depolarization, while stimulation of B-

receptors appears to produce slower changes in membrane

potential (Girardier and Schneider—Picard, 1983). In spite

of its small mass, brown adipose tissue is capable of

rapidly producing large amounts of heat by an uncoupling of

mitochondrial phosphorylation in response to norepinephrine

stimulation (Nicholls, 1979).

A substantial amount of evidence suggests that energy
l

expended for heat production by brown adipose tissue can

buffer changes in energy intake. The involvement of this

tissue in increased heat production induced by cafeteria



feeding is evidenced by enhanced sensitivity to

norepinephrine and increased brown adipose tissue mass in

cafeteria-fed rats (Rothwell and Stock, 1979b). Diet-

induced thermogenesis results in an increased protein

content of brown adipose tissue (Rothwell gt al., 1982a),

and increase in cell number but not cell size (Tulp gt gl.,

1982); similar observations have been made in cold

acclimated animals (Bukowiecki, 1984; Nedergaard and Cannon,

1985). In addition, both diet-induced thermogenesis and

cold—induced nonshivering thermogenesis are inhibited by

hypoxia (Brooks et al., 1980a), and cafeteria-fed rats

exhibit improved adaptability to cold with no obvious

shivering (Rothwell and Stock, 1980). Andrews and Donne

(1982), however, observed that the increased mass of

interscapular brown fat due to cafeteria feeding resulted in

only a transient increase in oxygen consumption; heat

production returned to control levels prior to the

discontinuance of cafeteria feeding. Moreover, increases in

the mass of brown adipose tissue due to cafeteria feeding

was proportional to increases in the mass of white adipose

tissue (McCracken and Barr, 1982), and total body fat

(Hervey and Tobin, 1982a), while cold stimulation induced

increases in brown fat mass which were independent of total

body fat (Smith and Roberts, 1964; Hervey and Tobin, 1982a).
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Although a lack of correlation between mass of brown

. adipose tissue and resistance to obesity has been shown in

several experiments (Garrow, 1983), it can be argued that_

brown fat mass is of little value in assessing thermogenic

capacities because weights can vary greatly according to the

amount of stored triacylglycerol (Himms-Hagen, 1983). There

is also evidence indicating that the neural control of brown

fat metabolism and feeding behavior is not functionally

independent. Electrical stimulation of the ventromedial

hypothalamus, an appetite inhibitory center, resulted in a

rapid rise in temperature of brown fat along with a

reduction in food intake (Perkins gt gl., 1981).

Conversely, electrolytic lesioning of the ventromedial

hypothalamus resulted in hyperphagia with no stimulation of

brown adipose tissue (Perkins gt al., 1981; Hogan gt al.,

1982). These observations suggest that the neural control

of energy balance involves synergistic effects on food

intake and energy expenditure.

Evidence for the involvement of brown fat in diet-

induced thermogenesis has also been provided in studies with

genetically obese rodents. Thermogenic responses of brown

adipose tissue differed between lean and obese mice (Himms—

Hagen and Desautels, 1978; Rothwell and Stock, 1979a).

Enhanced fat deposition in some mutant strains was
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attributed to depressed energy expenditure resulting from

the low thermogenic activity of brown fat (Thurlby and

Trayhurn, 1979, 1980; Romsos, 1981), although these

_ conclusions have been disputed (LeMagnen, 1983).

The mechanisms by which defective brown adipose tissue

metabolism contributes to genetic obesity may differ among

populations. In obese (gb/gb) and diabetic (gb/gb) mice,

the defect appears to be associated directly with brown

adipose tissue metabolism. Mice from both strains fail to

exhibit thermogenic responses to cold temperatures as well

as to caloric overconsumption (Davis and Mayer, 1954; Himms—

Hagen and Desautels, 1978; Trayhurn, 1979; Hogan and Himms-

Hagen, 1980; Goodbody and Trayhurn, 1981). The young

genetically obese Zucker (fg/fg) rat, on the other hand,

exhibits normal thermogenic responses to cold (Triandafillou

and Himms—Hagen, 1983) but is unresponsive to cafeteria

feeding (Rothwell gt gl., 1981a, 1982b). Since

adrenalectomy restores activity of brown adipose tissue in

cafeteria-fed fg/fg rats (Marchington gt gl., 1983), it was

concluded that failure of this strain to exhibit diet-

induced thermogenesis was due to glucocorticoid stimulation

of food consumption and inhibition of brown adipose tissue

thermogenesis.
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Hormonal effects. Because brown fat is responsive to

sympathetic stimulation, the role of norepinephrine in brown

adipose tissue metabolism has been investigated.

Norepinephrine induces hyperplasia in brown fat cells

(Bukowiecki gt gl., 1982). The stimulation of brown fat

metabolism appears to be through the release of

norepinephrine from sympathetic nerves innervating brown

adipose tissue, and through the interaction of

norepinephrine with B—adrenergic receptors (Himms-Hagen,

1983). The extent of binding between norepinephrine and Bj

adrenergic receptors depends on both the number of binding

sites and their accessibility to purine nucleotides. A
·

large increase in accessibility appears to occur when brown

fat is stimulated by cold exposure (Desautels gt gl., 1978),

the infusion of norepinephrine (Brooks gg gl., 1982;

Desautels and Himms—Hagen, 1980) or cafeteria feeding

(Brooks gt gl., 1980b, 1982; Himms—Hagen gt al., 1981).

Several approaches have been used to study the role of

norepinephrine in diet—induced thermogenesis. Rothwell and

Stock (1979c) examined free fatty acid release from brown

fat and concluded that an increased sensitivity to exogenous

norepinephrine coincided with periods of diet—induced

thermogenesis. In another study, an increased mass of brown

adipose tissue resulting from cafeteria feeding was
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associated with an enhanced sensitivity to norepinephrine

(Rothwell and Stock, 1979b). Thermogenic responses to cold

exposure and to cafeteria feeding appear to be additive

(Rothwell gt gl., 1980; Rothwell and Stock, 1981b). The

additivity of these two effects, however, does not

necessarily indicate mechanistic commonality (Davis gt al.,

1982).

The effects of propranolol, a B-adrenergic blocking

agent, on diet—induced thermogenesis are not clear.

Propranolol abolished an increase in resting oxygen V

consumption induced by feeding low-protein diets (Rothwell

and Stock, 1983a); the feeding of low—protein diets has been

associated with an enhanced sensitivity to norepinephrine,

increases in oxygen consumption, and an increased mass,

protein content (Rothwell gt al., 1982a), mitochondrial

yield, and guanosine diphosphate binding (Brooks gt gl.,

1980b) in brown fat. Moreover, propranolol prevented the

increase in brown fat temperature resulting from electrical

stimulation of the ventromedial hypothalamus (Perkins gt

gl., 1981). In contrast, propranolol did not significantly

affect heat production when rats were tube-fed amounts of

food exceeding their gg libitum intake (Armitage gt al.,

1981b). Rothwell and Stock (1978, 1983b) attributed this

failure to the ineffectiveness of tube—feeding in inducing
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diet-induced thermogenesis, but a further study by Brockway

and Lobley (1981) failed to demonstrate an effect of

propranolol on oxygen consumption of cafeteria-fed rats.

Epinephrine responsiveness has also been examined in

obese animals. Brown fat from obese (gb/gb) and diabetic

(db/gb) mice is refractory to norepinephrine (Thurlby and

Trayhurn, 1980; Seydoux gt al., 1982; Begin-Heick and Heick,

1982), while the obese Zucker rat (fg/fg) is responsive to

norepinephrine (Rothwell gt al., 1981a). Mice made obese

through the administration of gold thioglucose, although not

hypersensitive to cold (Davis and Mayer, 1954), exhibit

increased amounts of brown adipose tissue and an enhanced

responsiveness to norepinephrine (Hogan and Himms—Hagen,

1983). ·

Sodium, potassium adenosine triphosphatase (Na+,

K+-ATPase) has been implicated in enhanced heat production

by thyroid-sensitive tissues (Smith and Edelman, 1979), and

by brown adipose tissue (Horwitz, 1979; Rothwell gt gl.,

1981a,b,c). As a result, a thyroid hormone·nutrition

interrelationship for brown fat lipogenesis was proposed

(Pillay and Bailey, 1983). Gurr gg al. (1980) reported

significantly greater circulating triiodothyronine (T3)

concentrations, and an associated increased activity of the

thyroid-sensitive enzyme, a-glycerophosphate oxidase, in
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barrows fed a low protein diet; an enhanced sensitivity to

norepinephrine was also observed. Dauncey gt al. (1983)

also investigated the relationship between plasma T3

concentrations and feeding in pigs. Ingestion of a meal

resulted in increased plasma T3 within 15 minutes, with peak

T3 values observed after 60 minutes. Dietary manipulations

suggested that these hormonal responses were related

directly to caloric intake. Similar conclusions were

reached by Ingram and Evans (1980), who observed that

thyroxine (T,) utilization was increased by increased energy

intake. In contrast, Macari et gl. (1983) reported

thatcaloricintake was without effect on the fractional

disappearance rate of thyroid hormones, although circulating

concentrations fluctuated. These discrepancies may result

from the different dietary regimes employed. Mono-

deiodination of T, to T3 in rat brown adipose tissue and

liver is increased after ingestion of a high carbohydrate

meal (Glick et gl., 1985). In addition, Ingram and Evans

(1980) observed that plasma concentrations of thyroid

hormones were unaffected by an increased intake of a
l

balanced diet, but fluctuations were observed when pigs were

fed high levels of bran, fish meal, or glucose.

Rothwell and Stock (1981b) suggested that the action of

thyroid hormones on Na+, K+—ATPase activity in brown fat was
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through a potentiation of norepinephrine stimulation. In a

subsequent study (Rothwell gt al., 1983b), the injection of

T3 increased total energy expenditure, brown fat mass,

mitochondrial yield and Na+, K+-ATPase activity in

cafeteria-fed rats. Guanosine diphosphate binding, however,

was unaffected, indicating that the brown adipose tissue

mitochondrial proton conductance pathway was not affected.

In contrast, other studies indicated that the sympathetic

stimulation of brown fat induced an increase in the

5'-deiodinase conversion of T, to T3 (Leonard gt gl.,

l983;Silva and Larsen, 1983). This observation appears

consistent with the hypothesis that the role of thyroid

hormones in brown fat metabolism is permissive (Himms-Hagen,

1983). Y

Diet—induced thermogenesis in the domestic fowl. Diet-

induced thermogenesis has not been studied specifically in

the domestic fowl, although it is likely that some type of

adaptive thermogenic mechanism exists. Decreases in body

temperature are a common means by which birds conserve

energy during fasting (Baldwin and Kendeigh, 1932; Biebach,

1977; Ketterson and King, 1977; Steube and Ketterson, 1982).

Nonshivering thermogenesis probably occurs in birds.

Propranolol interferes with the response of newly hatched

chicks to cold (Wekstein and Zolman, 1968), and body
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temperature and heat production are influenced by the

administration of epinephrine (Allen and Marley, 1967). l

Lacking, however, is knowledge of the mechanisms mediating

these responses. Johnston (1971) failed to identify brown

fat in several gallinaceous species, and it has been assumed

that this tissue is not present in the chicken (Griminger,

1976). Histological evidence for the presence of brown

adipose tissue in ruffed grouse (Oliphant, 1983) and in

21-day chick embryos (Rechardt and Hervonen, 1976) has been

reported, however. Further experimentation, therefore,

appears to be warranted. First, the capability of poultry

to exhibit diet—induced thermogenesis should be assessed.

If such responses occur, the physiological mechanisms

involved should be clarified.

Calorimetry in the Fowl

Indirect or respiration calorimetry has allowed

researchers to investigate whole body metabolism and heat

production of a variety of species since the techniques were

first developed by Crawford (1777) and Lavoisier (1780). As

our knowledge has increased, however, so has the

appreciation of the many variables influencing metabolic

rates. Balnave (1974) has provided a review of much of the

early work of this century as it applies to the domestic

fowl.
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Genetic influences on metabolic rate have been

attributed to differences in plumage cover (Pym et gl.,

1984), temperament (Tasaki and Sakurai, 1969), feed intake

patterns (Kuenzel and Kuenzel, 1977; Denbow and Kuenzel, °

1978, 1981), and physical activity (Barbato gt al., 1980).

Within a meat-type stock, selection for low oxygen

consumption produced improved feed efficiency, body weight,

and lean tissue gain, due perhaps to inadvertent selection

against high rates of protein turnover (MacLaury and

Johnson, 1972; Stewart gt al., 1980; Stewart and Muir,

1982). Tissue protein turnover appears to account for most

of the heat generated after feed consumption (Farrell,

1976), although Webster (1981) credits gut and organ tissue

metabolism with 40% of the heat increment of feeding in

monogastric mammals. Selection within a randombred

population for low body weight results in an increase in

oxygen consumption (Owens gt al., 1971) and a decrease in

feed efficiency (Siegel and Wisman, 1966). Lipid turnover

may also be involved in these effects (Calabotta gt gl.,

1985).

Growing broilers generate more heat than growing White

Leghorn chicks, regardless of whether heat production is

measured individually or in groups (Denbow and Kuenzel,

1978, 1981). Because basal metabolic rates of broilers and
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Leghorns are similar at body weights above 500 grams

(Kuenzel and Kuenzel, 1977), the differences may be due to

greater feed consumption and reduced physical activity in

the broiler chicks. The heat increment of feeding of mature

turkey males fed ag libitum is 5% of metabolizable energy

intake (MacLeod gt gl., 1985) and appears to increase with

increasing intake (Chwalibog and Henckel, 1976). Force-

feeding, however, reduces maintenance requirements by

approximately 10% due to a reduction in the energetic cost

of feed acquisition (Balnave, 1974). Fasting heat

production is reduced while heat increment and maintenance

energy are increased by feed restriction of mature Leghorn

hens (MacLeod and Shannon, 1978; MacLeod gt gl., 1979).

These effects are apparently due to elevated physical

activity in restricted—fed hens (Johnson and Farrell, 1984)

resulting in decreased efficiency of energy utilization

because of increased energy expenditure (Morrison and

Leeson, 1978). Feed restriction also induces substantial

changes in body composition, i.e., increasing muscle tissue

as a proportion of body weight. Metabolism expressed on a

body weight basis which does not adequately account for the

relative proportions of metabolically active lean tissue and

comparatively inactive adipose tissue may therefore be in

error (Webster, 1983; Heusner, 1985).
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As noted above, physical activity contributes
‘

significantly to heat production, and can account for up to

50% of the between—individual Variation (MacLeod and Jewitt,

1985). Indeed, walking, standing, and eating can increase

the metabolic rate of Leghorn hens from 25-50%, respectively

(Deighton and Hutchinson, 1940; Van Kampen, 1976a,b,c). The

energy cost of physical activity, however, is less under ag

libitum than under restricted—feeding (Wenk and Van Es,

1976).
V

Differences in metabolic rate between laying and non-

laying hens may be due to differences in nesting activity

(Waring and Brown, 1965; Leeson and Porter-Smith, 1970).

Changes in metabolic rate in vitamin A deficient chickens or

in chicks afflicted with aflatoxicosis may also be

associated with changes in physical activity (Rajion and

Farrell, 1976; Walker and Farrell, 1976). Moreover, a

number of reports show significant correlations between

photoperiod, metabolic rate (Lundy gt gl., 1978; MacLeod gt

al., 1980, 1985) and body core temperature (Freeman, 1971).

This diurnal Variation may also be due to changes in

activity (Johnson and Farrell, 1984).

Environmental temperatures below (Farrell and Swain,

1977a,b) and above (0'Connor, 1984) the thermoneutral zone

increase heat production. At high temperatures within the
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thermoneutral zone, reductions in feed intake, maintenance

energy, and heat production reflect a more favorable h

situation for thermoregulation in the fowl (Shannon and
4

Brown, 1969). Energy metabolism and calorimetry in the

domestic fowl was thoroughly reviewed by Freeman (1971,

1983a,b) and Farrell (1974c).



EXPERIMENT I

THE INFLUENCE OF CALORIES IN LIQUID FORM ON

ENERGY BALANCE IN THE DOMESTIC FOWL

21



INTRODUCTION

_ When rodents were allowed to select a diet from an

assortment of high-energy "palatable" feedstuffs, extremely

high caloric intakes and a decreased efficiency of

conversion of dietary energy to body tissue were observed

(Rothwell and Stock, 1978, 1979b). It is not known whether

or not similar responses can be induced in poultry. Self-

selection of diets from different protein and energy sources

by the domestic chicken generally results in the consumption

of a relatively well-balanced diet (Graham, 1934; Summers

and Leeson, 1978; Huey gt al., 1982). The domestic fowl is

comparatively indifferent to a sweet taste (Kare and Medway,

1959; Kare and Maller, 1967), and can adjust its intake of a

glucose solution when fed an energy restricted diet to meet

caloric requirements, although the domestic chicken ·

apparently does so less precisely than its wild ancestor

(Kare and Maller, 1967). Gidlewski gt al. (1982), however,

reported that caloric intake was increased substantially in

mature chickens when they were provided a glucose solution

in lieu of water.

This experiment was initiated to examine the effects of

caloric intake on energy utilization in domestic fowl. A

glucose solution was provided in lieu of water in an attempt

to induce caloric overconsumption. In addition, chicks were

22
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subjected to restricted feeding to investigate further the

propensity of meat-type stocks to exhibit improved feed

efficiency when caloric intake is reduced (McDaniel gg al.,

1975; McCartney and Brown, 1977). Comparisons were made

between chicks from lines developed through bidirectional

selection for juvenile body weight (Dunnington and Siegel,

1985), because of evidence that the ability to regulate

energy balance differs among populations (Kare and Maller,

1967; Gidlewski gt al., 1982; Burkhart gt gl., 1983).



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental subjects and general procedures.

Experimental subjects consisted of chicks from two lines

selected for 23 generations for high (HN) or low (LN) body

weight at 56 days of age (Dunnington and Siegel, 1985). The

lines originated from a base population consisting of

crosses of seven inbred lines of White Plymouth Rocks.

Twenty male and 2O female chickens from each line were

selected and individually caged at eight weeks of age. Five

males and five females from each line, chosen at random from

the twenty, were then killed by cervical dislocation. Their

gastrointestinal tracts were excised and flushed with

distilled water to remove residual digesta, and then

returned to the body cavity. The whole body, feathers

intact, was then frozen and stored at -2OC until carcass

analyses were subsequently performed. These chicks (CL)

provided an estimate of body composition at the time the

feeding treatments were initiated.

The remaining chicks from each line were randomly

assigned in equal numbers of each sex to one of three

dietary treatments: gg libitum feeding (AL), restriction to

75% of AL intake daily (RS) or gg libitum feeding with water

available only as a solution of glucose (GL). The glucose

solution was prepared by dissolving ZOO g of glucose

24
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monohydrate in one liter of tap water. The resulting

solution provided 16 mg of glucose per ml of solution; The

latter treatment was imposed to stimulate increased energy

intake. Because of a failure to stimulate caloric

overconsumption, however, aliquots of a 40% (w/v) solution

of glucose were intubated directly into the crop during the

latter stages of the experiment. HN chicks received

approximately 40 ml of the solution while the LNs received

10-15 ml twice daily from day 13 through day 18 of the

trial. The diet offered to all birds was calculated to

contain 20.25% crude protein and 3225 kcal of metabolizable

energy (ME) per kg of diet (NRC, 1977) [Table 1].

The chickens were housed individually in wire cages,

each of which provided approximately 0.09mz of floor space.

Each cage was equipped with a separate feeder and tap water

was provided gg libitum to the AL and RS treatment groups.

Chicks subjected to the GL treatment had.individual waterers

containing 16% (w/v) glucose. Consumption of the glucose

solution was recorded daily and a fresh solution was

provided at each recording. Feed consumption was recorded

each day, and any feed which had fallen from the feeder to

the tray beneath was collected and weighed to correct for

spillage. Illumination was continuous and ambient

temperature was maintained at 21C throughout the trial.
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Excreta were collected daily from aluminum trays

beneath each bird and frozen for subsequent analyses.

Frozen excreta from each day were pooled and weighed to the

nearest g for each individual bird at the conclusion of the

experimental period of 19 days.

On day 19 of the trial, after a 24-hr fast, the chicks

were weighed to the nearest g and then killed by cervical

dislocation. Each gastrointestinal tract was excised and

residual digesta were removed and pooled with the excreta

collected that day. The gastrointestinal tract was then

returned to the body cavity and the whole carcass, with

feathers intact, was frozen and stored at -20C until

subsequent analyses.

Carcass analyses. The whole carcasses were cut into

· quarters, placed in 0.26 1 steel containers, sealed with

aluminum foil, and allowed to stand in a cold room at 0-1C

for 8-12 hr until thawed. The containers were then placed

into an AMSC0 Eagle Series 2012 Isothermal autoclave

(American Sterilizer Co., Erie PA) for 3 hr at a temperature

of 121C and a pressure of 2.0 kg/cmz. After autoclaving,

the carcasses were individually minced by passing through a

3 mm die of a Hobart meat grinder. Duplicate samples were

collected for the determination of total lipid content

(Folch gt al., 1957). Gross energy content of the carcasses
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were determined by adiabatic bomb calorimetry of samples

dried at 55C in a force draft oven. This temperature was

chosen to minimize losses of volatile energy-yielding

constituents during drying. Dry matter determinations at

100C were then performed to estimate absolute carcass dry

matter. Gross energy values were then adjusted to an

absolute dry matter basis.

The residue from the lipid-extraction procedure was

dried to a constant weight at 100C in a still—air oven. The

nitrogen content of this material was determined by a

modified Nessler method (Nir gt al., 1974). The procedure

involved digestion of the sample in 6 N HC1 acid at 110C for

a period of 8 hr followed by neutralization with 3 N NaOH.

An aliquot was then digested at 200-210C with concentrated

sulphuric acid (HZSO4) and selenized, amphoteric alundum

(Hengar) granules. Blank and standard solutions were

digested simultaneously. After digestion, an aliquot was

reacted with Nessler's reagent and read within 30 min at 490

mm on a Beckman DU—6 UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Beckman

Instruments, Inc., Irvine, CA).
3

The nitrogen content of the carcasses was calculated in

the following manner:
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Dry matter g = Wet sample g x Z dry matter (lO0C)
‘

Dry residue g = Dry matter g - total lipid g
·

Nitrogen g = Dry residue g x Z nitrogen

Z nitrogen of dry carcass = (Nitrogen g/Dry matter g) x

100

Ash was determined by ashing at 600C for 8 hr in a

muffle furnace (Blue M Electric Co., Blue Island, IL).

Excreta analyses. Excreta collected over the 19 day

experimental period, plus digesta remaining in the

gastrointestinal tract at the time the chicks were killed,

were pooled for each bird, weighed and dried at 55C in a

forced draft oven. This temperature was chosen to minimize

loss of volatile constituents in the excreta. The dried

excreta for each bird were then ground to pass through a one

mm screen with a Thomas Wiley Laboratory Mill, Model 4

(Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, PA). Gross energy

content was determined on duplicate samples by combustion in

an oxygen-enriched environment with evolved heat measured by

adiabatic bomb calorimetry (Parr Instrument Co., Moline IL).

Concurrent with the gross energy determinations, excreta

were dried for 24 hr at 100C to determine absolute dry

matter content. Gross energy values were then converted to

an absolute dry matter basis. Nitrogen analysis of excreta

was conducted using the procedure for carcass nitrogen, with
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the exception that excreta samples were not subjected to

lipid extraction prior to nitrogen analysis.

Feed analyses. Duplicate samples of the mixed feed

were analyzed for gross energy content and nitrogen content '

using the procedures described for carcass and excreta

analyses.~

Energy balance. Caloric intake was calculated by

multiplying total feed intake, in g, by the gross energy

content per g in Kcal, plus g of glucose consumed multiplied

by 3.8 Kcal/g (Brody, 1945).

Energy lost as heat during the experimental period was

calculated by the following formula:

H = F - (E+G)

where H = heat loss

F = feed energy and glucose energy consumed (Kcal)

E = excreta energy (Kcal)

G = carcass energy gain (Kcal)

Carcass energy gain was determined by subtracting the

mean total carcass energy content of the control group,

sacrificed at the start of the experiment, from the total

carcass energy content of the chicks from the respective

lines.

Statistical analyses. The results were analyzed using

analysis of variance with Duncan's Multiple Range Test used
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to separate means (Steel and Torrie, 1980). Body weight and

weight gain data were transformed to natural logarithms and

percentages were transformed to arc sine square roots prior

to analysis. A value of P s .05 was accepted as a

significant statistical difference. Preliminary analyses

indicated there were no consistent sex effects so the data

were pooled for subsequent analyses. The statistical model

was:

Yij = u + Li + Tj + (LT)ij + eijk

where i = 1, 2 lines, j = 1, 2, 3 feeding treatments, and k

= 1, 2 . . . 10 individuals.



RESULTS

Intake and metabolizability of gross energy. Gross

energy intake and excreta energy values are presented in

Table 2. The objective of inducing increases in caloric

intake through the provision of calories in liquid form was

not achieved. Chicks subjected to the GL treatment consumed

less total calories than those fed gg libitum, with the _

reduction in energy intake due to the GL treatment being

more pronounced in the LN than in the HN chicks. Feed

restriction, of course, also resulted in a reduction in

gross energy intake.

Excreta energy tended to parallel energy intake with

the total energy in the excreta being highest under gg

libitum feeding. Differences in the percentage of gross

energy metabolized, however, did occur between populations

and among feeding treatments. The LN chicks consistently

metabolized a larger percentage of the gross energy than HN

while the RS treatment overall reduced metabolizability

compared to the glucose treatment. The line by treatment

interaction for percentage metabolizability was not

significant.

Body weight gain. Irrespective of line, restricted

feeding and the provision of glucose solutions gg lggg of

water resulted in decreases in weight gain in comparison to

31
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the gains observed under gd libitum feeding (Table 3).

Weight gain in the LN chicks in response to the GL treatment

was slightly less than the gain under restricted feeding,

while the HN chicks subjected to the GL treatment exhibited

weight gain values intermediate to values obtained for the

AL and RS treatments.

As a crude estimate of gross feed efficiency, kcal

required per g of body weight gain were calculated.

Regardless of whether the results were expressed as gross or

metabolizable energy, the HN chicks tended to be more

efficient than the LNs. The LNs required more energy per

unit weight gain when provided with GL solutions than when

fed AL or subjected to RS feeding. Similar patterns,

however, were not observed in the HN chicks.

Carcass composition. Chicks from the HN line were

considerably fatter than those from the LN line. As a

~ result, percentage protein and percentage ash tended to be

lower in the HNs than in the LNs (Table 4). Carcass gross

energy was substantially higher for the HNs than for the

LNs.

Although total caloric intakes of chicks receiving the

glucose solutions were below those obtained with gg libitum

feeding (Table 2), the chicks receiving the GL treatment

were considerably fatter than those fed ag libitum. In
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contrast, restricted feeding resulted in a reduction in body

fat. Increases in body fat were accompanied by decreases in

body protein and ash concentrations, while decreases in body
I

fat tended to be associated with increases in body protein

and ash. Carcass composition tended to be reflected in

carcass energy. Caloric concentrations were higher in

response to the GL treatment and reduced by the RS

treatment, although the reduction in carcass energy due to

restricted feeding was not significant in the HN chicks.

Carcass composition data were used to determine the

gain in specific carcass constituents during the duration of

the feeding experiments. The results, presented in Table 5,

largely reflected differences in growth rate and feed

consumption. Regardless of the feeding treatments, the HNs

deposited more dry matter, fat, protein, ash, and energy

into their carcasses than did the LNs. Responses to the

different feeding treatments, however, differed between

lines. In both the HN and LN chicks, the administration of

GL solutions resulted in an increased deposition of body fat

and a decreased deposition of body protein and ash. Dry

matter deposited into the carcass was increased in the HN

but decreased in the LNs by GL administration. As a result,

the gain in carcass energy was higher for the GL treatment

than for the AL treatment in the HNs, but energy gain was
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less for the GL treatment than for the AL treatment in the

LN chicks.

Energy balance. Caloric intake, excreta energy, and

carcass energy data were used to examine energy balance.

The results are summarized in Table 6. Energy dissipated as

heat was calculated as the difference between caloric intake

and excreta energy plus the energy deposited into the

carcasses. When calculated in this manner, total heat

production appeared to reflect caloric intake and body size.

When heat production was expressed as a percentage of

ingested energy, however; substantial differences in

energetic efficiency occurred between the HN and LN chicks

(Table 7). The HNs consistently deposited a larger

proportion of ingested calories into their carcasses than

did the LNs. These differences appeared to be solely

associated with maintenance requirements, or heat

production, because there was a tendency for the LNs to

excrete a smaller percentage of ingested calories. Energy

apparently dissipated as heat was substantially higher in

the LN than in the HN chicks.

Differences in energetic efficiency were also observed

in response to the feeding treatments. Limiting caloric

intake by restricted feeding, of course, reduced the

proportion of ingested calories deposited into the
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carcasses. Somewhat surprising, however, was the increase

in energetic_efficiency demonstrated by the HN chicks

provided with GL solutions. This increase in the efficiency

of energy utilization was associated with a decrease in the

energy excreted and an apparent decrease in heat production.

In contrast, energetic efficiency did not differ

substantially between the LN chicks subjected to the GL and

AL treatments.



DISCUSSION

The provision of glucose in the drinking water did not

stimulate increases in caloric intake (Table 2).

Previously, Gidlewski gt gl. (1982) reported that feed

intake was reduced but overall caloric intake was increased

in HN pullets provided a 10% (w/v) glucose solution in lieu

of water. LN pullets maintained caloric intake at control

levels under the same conditions. When a 20% (w/v) glucose

. solution was provided, both feed intake and caloric intake

were depressed in LN pullets. In their study, however,

adjustments in feed and caloric intake occurred slowly over

a period of 30 days.

Domestic fowl are generally indifferent to the sweet

taste of sucrose (Kare and Medway, 1959; Kare and Maller,

1967) and discriminate poorly between water and dilute sugar

solutions (Shaobi and Forbes, 1984). More concentrated

sugar solutions apparently inhibit feeding activity when

feed is provided ag libitum or when slight restriction is

practiced (Richardson, 1970). An inhibition in feeding

activity may not occur when feed restriction is more severe

or when glucose is injected intravenously (Richardson,

1970). The influence of glucose solutions on food intake,

therefore, may be related to the concentration of the

solution offered, and the provision of dilute sugar

· 36
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solutions over longer periods of time may have been more

effective in inducing caloric overconsumption.
V

The GL treatment in this experiment resulted in a

significant change in the overall nutrient intakes of the

chicks. Of particular importance, a significant increase in

the calorie to protein (C:P) ratio of the diet resulted. A

wide C/P ratio causes decreased growth with less protein

deposition and more lipid accumulation in the carcass

(Donaldson et al., 1955, 1956). In previous studies, mature

male LN chickens self-selected a diet of approximately

12-14% crude protein and more than 3100 Kcal ME/kg. HN

males preferred a diet higher in crude protein and lower in

energy (Huey gt al., 1982). These authors hypothesized that

their observations reflected energy requirements influenced

by physical activity level in the LN line, or protein

requirements influenced by protein turnover rates in the

more obese HN line. The latter suggestion, however, would

not apply to the present observation; the HN chickens did

not increase their consumption of the protein source

(complete feed) when a concentrated source of energy in

liquid form was provided. Perhaps provision of the glucose

solution allowed the LN to modify its diet to a balance more

in keeping with its physiological needs.
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In contrast to a previous report (Burgener et al.

1981), the two lines did differ substantially in carcass ·

composition. The HN line exhibited a greater propensity to

deposit dietary energy as carcass fat, which was also

reflected in carcass percent dry matter. Conversely, the LN

line exhibited a propensity to protein and ash deposition,

irrespective of treatment. This observation could be

construed as evidence of a greater energy requirement by the

LN chicks that was not being met by this chick grower diet

(Huey gt gl., 1982).

Dietary calorie to protein ratios, which were greater

for the GL treatment in this experiment, have been shown to

increase carcass energy deposition (Donaldson et al., 1955,

1956; Farrell, 1974b; Rosebrough and Steele, 1985). Glucose

stimulates lipogenesis (Hillard gt al., 1980; Pearce, 1980a)

and the wide calorie—protein ratio may have resulted in

enhanced lipogenesis (Donaldson, 1985) even though caloric

intake was not increased. Moreover, extreme calorie to

protein ratios reduce food consumption in rats (Jepson and

Millward, 1985), and similar reductions may have exacerbated

decreases in protein intake in this experiment.

Rats allowed to consume gg libitum a highly palatable

"junk food" diet, high in fats and carbohydrates, were shown

to utilize dietary energy less efficiently than rats fed
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more balanced diets, even though total food and caloric

intake was usually much greater (Rothwell and Stock, 1978,

·1979a,b,c, 1982). Force-feeding corn oil or a complete diet

intragastrically did not elicit the same response (Rothwell
‘

and Stock, 1978, 1979a) although the validity of this latter

observation has been disputed (Armitage gt al., 198la;

Bestley gt al., 1982). The digestive anatomy of the

chicken, in comparison to that of the rat, probably allows

the introduction of large quantities of feed which the bird

can then meter into the digestive system at a near normal
W

rate (Teeter and Smith, 1985). Hence, the force-fed chicken

differs from the rat in that feed can be continually

undergoing digestion, absorption and assimilation at a

normal physiological pace whereas the rat, upon intragastric

loading, has an unnatural quantity of feed to digest and

pass through its digestive tract. Force—feeding, therefore,

would likely be more stressful to the rat than to the

chicken. The influence of the stress hormone,

corticosterone, however, cannot be entirely dismissed in the

force-fed chickens. Injections of corticosterone increase

feed consumption, carcass and liver fat, while depressing

growth (Bartov gt gl., l980a,b). In this study, body growth

was not depressed, which is in agreement with Siegel and Van

Kampen (1984) who reported increased energy retention

efficiency with corticosterone injections.
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Feed restriction of both LN and HN chicks caused a

characteristic decrease in body weight (Brown and McCartney,

1983; Wilson gt al., 1983). Restriction of broilers may

improve feed efficiency by reducing maintenance requirements

(McDaniel gt gl., 1975; McCartney and Brown, 1977). MacLeod

gt al. (1979) reported reductions in fed and fasting heat

production of restricted-fed laying hens. Other

researchers, however, could find no change in fasting heat

production with a feed restriction program in laying pullets

(Johnson and Farrell, 1984). Physical activity was proposed

as the major factor determining differences in feed

conversion. In the present study, restricted-fed chicks of

both lines exhibited more intense feeding activity as well

as a more alert, even agitated, general behavior pattern in

comparison to their counterparts fed ag libitum or provided

with glucose solutions. The reduced efficiency of energy

utilization by restricted-fed chicks of these lines,

therefore, may have been due to differences in physical

activity.

Decreased lipid deposition in feed-restricted chickens

is well documented (Brown and McCartney, 1983; Wilson gt

al., 1983) and may be due to reduced activity of lipogenic

enzymes (Pearce, 1980b). In the present study, carcass

lipid deposition in response to the feeding treatments
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differed between lines (Table 5). Net fat deposition in the

LN chicks essentially ceased, due perhaps to the greater ,

influence exerted by lipolysis in the lipid balance of this

line (Calabotta gt al., 1985). Whether the increased
U

tendency toward lipolysis is associated with an elevated

metabolic requirement for energy or an inadequate dietary

energy intake could not be ascertained under the protocol of

this experiment.

The ability to metabolize dietary energy has been

compared among various populations by numerous

investigators. Breed comparisons (Stutz and Matterson,

1963; Sibbald and Slinger, 1963; Slinger gt al., 1964;

Begin, 1967, 1969; March and Biely, 1971) have been

contradictory. Some studies with various experimental lines

failed to detect differences in metabolizability (Siegel and

Wisman, 1966; Washburn gt al., 1975a,b; Leclercq and

Saadoun, 1982), but the majority indicate that more

efficient populations tend to exhibit higher

metabolizability when fed the same diet (Siegel and Wisman,

1966; Proudman gt al., 1970; Sorenson et al., 1983; Pym gt

al., 1984; Laurin gt al., 1985). The results reported in

this study were not in accord with the latter observations.

The LN chicks exhibited higher metabolizability values than

the HNs regardless of the feeding treatments (Table 2). The
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reason for the discrepancy between the present study and

previous observations with these specific lines (Siegel and

Wisman, 1966) is not known.

A reduced efficiency of energy utilization by rodents

consuming large quantities of imbalanced, high·energy diets

has been reported (Rothwell and Stock, 1979a, 1980).

Although excessive caloric intake was not induced in the

study reported here, energetic efficiencies in response to

am imbalanced diet were of interest. On a gross efficiency

basis (kcal/g weight gain), more energy was required per

unit gain by the LN chicks receiving the GL treatment than

was required by chicks from this line fed ag libitum (Table

3). Similar differences did not occur for the HN chicks.

Although this could be construed as evidence that the LN

chicks were maintaining an appropriate energy balance, or an

appropriate body composition, by dissipating energy as heat,

the other data were not consistent with this concept. In

fact, calculated heat production, expressed as a percentage

of ingested and metabolized energy, was similar between LN

chicks fed ag libitum and LNs provided glucose solutions

(Table 7). Moreover, the percentage of ingested or

metabolized energy deposited in the carcass was remarkably

similar between LN chicks fed ag libitum and chicks from

this line provided glucose solutions. The differential
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responses obtained between the LN and HN chicks, therefore,

appeared to be associated with differences in caloric

intake. Energy intake was reduced by 25% in the LNs and
10%-

in the HNs when glucose solutions were provided instead of

water. Weight gains were reduced by 56% and 21% in the LNs
V

and HNs, respectively, in response to this treatment.

Moreover, chicks from both lines tended to deposit body fat

at the expense of body protein when the glucose solutions

were provided. The decreased efficiency of energy

utilization by the LN chicks provided with the glucose

solutions (Table 3), therefore, were probably solely the

result of decreases in caloric intake coupled with

comparatively high maintenance requirements.

In summary, provision of a glucose solution lg lleg of

water reduced feed intake, body weight gain, and gain of

carcass protein and ash from eg libitum values in both lines

while carcass lipid content increased. The restricted

feeding program reduced body weight gain and the growth of

carcass protein, lipid, ash, and dry matter.

Overconsumption of dietary energy improved the efficiency of

metabolized energy deposition in the HN chicks and did not

affect efficiency in the LN line as compared to ee libitum-

fed chicks, unlike rats which are less energetically

efficient when fed high-energy 'cafeteria' diets (Rothwell
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and Stock, 1978, 1979b, 1982; Rothwell gt al., 1982b,c).

From these results, it is concluded that a diet-induced

adaptive thermogenesis similar to that discovered in rats

cannot be stimulated in fowl by overconsumption of dietary '

energy.
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Table 1. Composition of the diet .

Ingredient g/kg

Yellow corn, ground 642.25
Soybean meal, dehulled 285.0
Fish meal, menhaden 10.0
Blended fat 35.0
Limestone, ground 2.0
Defluorinated phosphate 19.0
Vitamin and trace mineral premix‘ 2.5
Salt 2.5
DL-methionine 1.75

Calculated analysis

Crude protein (g/kg) 202.2
Energy (ME kcal/kg) 3225.
Calcium (g/kg) 9.38
Phosphorus (g/kg) 7.27
Methionine (g/kg) 5.23
Cystine (g/kg) 3.10
TSAAZ (g/kg) 8.33
Lysine (g/kg) 11.09

‘Premix supplied per kg of diet: 1100 I.U. vitamin A;
4400 I.C.U. vitamin D3; 4.4 I.U. vitamin E; 7.0 mg
menadione sodium bisulfite; 8.8 mg riboflavin; 22 mg
d—calcium pantothenate; 66 mg niacin; 500 mg choline
chloride; 13.2 mcg vitamin B13; 1.2 mg folic acid; 250
mg ethoxyquin; 80 mg manganese; 112 mg zinc; 62 mg
iron; 16 mg copper; 1 mg iodine.

2Methionine plus cystine
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INTRODUCTION

An adaptive response to increased dietary energy

consumption, termed diet-induced thermogenesis by Rothwelln

and Stock (1978), and the role played by brown adipose

tissue in such responses have been extensively studied in

rodents (see reviews by Himms-Hagen, 1983, 1985; Rothwell

and Stock, 1983b; Seydoux, 1984). In contrast, the role of

diet-induced thermogenesis in maintaining energy balance in

the domestic fowl has not been elucidated. In this study,

energy balance in chickens was examined when energy intake

was manipulated by restricted—feeding and by force-feeding.

Overfeeding by direct introduction of feed into the crop has

been applied to poultry and waterfowl to induce the

consumption of measured quantities of a balanced diet (Nir

gt gl., 1974, 1978; Nir and Nitsan, 1979; Nitsan gt al.,

1973, 1974) with no apparent stress·related effects

(Levinger and Kedem, 1972).

Body core temperatures have been utilized to separate

obese mice from lean littermates prior to the development of

the phenotype (Kaplan and Leveille, 1974). In poultry, body

core and surface temperature measurements have provided

evidence of changes in homeothermy induced by nutritional

state (Misson, 1982). Increases in cloacal temperature with

overfeeding (Dunnington et gl., 1985) and in response to
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lipid deposition (Nir gt al., 1975; Nir, 1977) have been

reported. whether these observations were due to an

uadaptive energy dissipative mechanism or to increased lipid

insulation has not been elucidated, although webb and

Schnabel (1983) reported that increased subcutaneous fat

offered no insulative advantage to hibernating mammals.

The present study was designed to investigate the

effects of overfeeding and underfeeding a balanced diet on

body composition and energy balance of chicks from two lines

differing widely in growth characteristics. Recordings of

body core (cloacal) and surface (foot pad) temperature were ‘

also made to assess the thermoregulatory state of the

chickens under these treatments.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental subjects and general procedures. Chicks

from high-weight (HN) and low-weight (LN) lines developed

through selection for body weight at 56 days of age were

used in the study (Dunnington and Siegel, 1985). Twenty

male and 20 female chickens from the S23 generation were

selected from a group of 6·week old chicks. Five males and

5 females from each line, chosen at random from the twenty,

were then sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Their

gastrointestinal tracts were excised and flushed with

distilled water to remove residual digesta and returned to

the body cavity. The whole body, feathers intact, was

frozen and stored at -2OC until carcass analyses were

performed. This group provided an estimate of initial body

composition for the remaining chickens.

The remaining 15 male and 15 female chickens of each

line were then randomly assigned in equal numbers of each

sex to one of three intake treatments: gg libitum feeding

(AL), restricted feeding (RS) or forced feeding (FF). The

restricted-fed chicks received an allotment of feed each day

corresponding to approximately 75% of the ag libitum intake

of birds from the same line and of the same sex. Feeding

allotments were based on the average intake of birds fed gg

libitum over the previous three days. The FF treatment
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chicks received twice daily intubations of a 60:40

water:feed mixture to maximum crop capacity. In addition,

feed was provided gg libitum to these chicks at all times.

The diet fed to all birds was formulated to contain 20.83% -

crude protein and 3203 kilocalories (Kcal) of metabolizable

energy (ME) per kilogram (NRC, 1977) [Table 8].

The chickens were housed individually in wire cages,

each providing about 0.09 mz of floor space. Each cage was

provided with an individual feeder. Tap water was provided

gg libitum. Feed consumption was recorded each day, and any

feed which had fallen from the feeder to the traybeneathwas

collected and weighed. Illumination was continuous and

ambient temperature was maintained at 2lC throughout the

trial.

Excreta were collected daily from aluminum trays

beneath each bird and frozen for subsequent analysis.

Frozen excreta from each day were pooled and weighed to the

nearest g for each individual bird at the conclusion of the

19-day experimental period.

On day 19 of the trial, after a 24-hr fast, the chicks

were weighed to the nearest g and then sacrificed by _

cervical dislocation. The gastrointestinal tract was

excised and residual digesta were removed and pooled with

the excreta collected that day. The gastrointestinal tract
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was returned to the body cavity and the whole carcass with

feathers intact was frozen and stored at -20C for analysis.

Carcass analysis. Whole carcasses were cut into

quarters, placed in 0.26 liter steel containers, sealed with °

aluminum foil and allowed to thaw in a cold room at 0-1C for

8-12 hr. The steel containers were then placed into an

AMSCO Eagle Series 2012 Isothermal autoclave (American

Sterilizer Co., Erie, PA) for 3 hr at a temperature of 121C

and a pressure of 2.0 kg/cmz. The autoclaved carcasses were

individually minced by passing them through a 3 mm die of a

Hobart meat grinder. Duplicate samples were collected for

the determination of total lipid (Folch gt al., 1957).

Gross energy content of carcass samples were determined by

adiabatic bomb calorimetry of samples dried at 55C in a

forced draft oven to minimize losses of volatile energy-

yielding constituents during drying. Dry matter

determinations at 100C were subsequently performed to

estimate absolute carcass dry matter. Gross energy values

were then adjusted to an absolute dry matter basis.

The residue from the lipid-extraction procedure was

dried to a constant weight at 100C in a still-air oven. The

nitrogen content of this material was determined by a

modified Nessler method (Nir gt al., 1974). The procedure

involved digestion of the sample in 6 N HC1 acid at ll0C for
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a period of 8 hr followed by neutralization with 3 N NaOH.

E

An aliquot was then digested at 200-210C with concentrated

HZSO, and selenized amphoteric alundum (Hengar) granules.

Blank and standard solutions were digested simultaneously.

After digestion, an aliquot was reacted with Nessler's

reagent and read within 30 min at 490 mu on a Beckman DU—6

UV—Visible spectrophotometer (Beckman Instruments, Inc.,

Irvine, CA).

The nitrogen content was calculated for the whole dry

carcass sample in the following manner: V

Dry matter g = Wet sample g x Z dry matter (100C)

Dry residue g = Dry matter g — total lipid g

Nitrogen g = Dry residue g x Z nitrogen

Z nitrogen of dry carcass = (Nitrogen g/dry matter g) x 100.

Ash was determined by ashing a 100C dry carcass sample

at 600C for 8 hr in a Lab—heat muffle furnace (Blue M

Electric Co., Blue Island, IL).

Excreta analysis. Excreta collected over the 19-day

experimental period, plus digesta remaining at the time of

sacrifice, were pooled for each bird, weighed and dried at

55C in a forced draft oven to a constant weight. This

temperature was chosen to minimize loss of volatile

constituents in the excreta. The dried excreta for each

bird were then ground to pass through a 1 mm screen with a
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Thomas Wiley Laboratory Mill, Model 4 (Arthur H. Thomas Co.,

Philadelphia, PA). Gross energy content was determined on

duplicate samples by combustion in an oxygen-enriched

environment with evolved heat measured by adiabatic bomb

calorimetry (Parr Instrument Co., Moline, IL). Nitrogen

analysis of excreta was conducted as previously described

for the carcass samples, with the exception that excreta

samples were not subjected to a lipid extraction process

prior to nitrogen analysis.

Feed analysis. Duplicate samples of the mixed feed

were analyzed for gross energy content and nitrogen content

as previously described for carcass and excreta samples.

Energy balance. Feed energy consumed was calculated

from total feed intake in grams multiplied by the gross

energy content (kcal) per gram. Energy lost as heat during

the experimental period was calculated by the following

formula:

H = F - (E+G)

where H = heat loss

F = feed energy consumed (Kcal)

E = excreta energy (Kcal)

G = carcass energy gain (Kcal)

Carcass energy gain was determined by subtracting the

mean total carcass energy content of the control group,
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sacrificed at the start of the experiment, from the total

carcass energy of the chicks from corresponding line-sex

groups subjected to the feeding treatments.
I

Diet metabolizable energy. Energy balance data were

utilized to determine the apparent metabolizable energy

(AME) of the diet (kcal ME/g diet). Apparent metabolizable

energy values corrected to nitrogen equilibrium, were

calculated using the determined gain in body nitrogen (N)

[AMEnb] and nitrogen retained from feed [AMEnf]. A factor

of 8.73 kcal/g was used to correct for the energy of

retained nitrogen (Titus gp gl., 1959). The AME, AME¤b, and

AMEnf were calculated by the following formulae:

AME = (F - E)/C

AMEnb = F — [E + (Gn x 8.73)]

AME¤f = F — [E + ((Fn - E¤)x8.73)]

where F = energy intake (kcal)

E = excreta energy (kcal)

C = feed intake (g)

Gn = carcass nitrogen gain (g)

Fn = nitrogen intake (g)

En = excreta nitrogen (g)

Body temperature measurements. Measurements were made

of body core temperature and body surface temperature on

days 14, and 19 of the trial to evaluate the effect of food
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intake on thermoregulation. Core temperatures were measured

to the nearest 0.1C with an electric digital thermometer and

a YSI Series 400 thermistor probe. The probe was inserted

into the cloaca to a depth of 2 cm and allowed to

equilibrate for 15 to 30 sec before the reading was

recorded. Body surface temperature was measured by holding

a "pancake" probe against the left foot pad until the

thermometer gave a constant reading. This procedure usually

required no more than 30 sec.

The first series of measurements were made in mid-

afternoon (14:00 hr) following feeding at 09:00 hr so that

all birds were in a similar absorptive state. The second

series of measurements were made in mid—afternoon (14:00 hr)

after a 24-hr fast when all individuals were theoretically

in a postabsorptive state. Surface and core temperature

data were then used to calculate the thermal circulation

index (Burton and Edholm, 1955) as an estimate of vasomotor

tone and thermoregulatory state.

Statistical analysis. The results were analyzed using

analysis of variance and Duncan's multiple range test to

separate treatment differences. (Steel and Torrie, 1980).

Transformation of body weight and weight gain data to

natural logarithms and percentages to arc sine square roots

were performed prior to statistical analyses. Preliminary
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analyses indicated no consistent sex effects so data for

both sexes were pooled for subsequent analyses. The

statistical model was:

Yijk = “ + Li + Tj + (LT)13 + eijk
where i = 1, 2 lines, j = 1, 2, 3 feeding treatments, and k

= 1, 2 . . . 1O individuals. Where data from the birds
‘

sacrificed at the beginning of the experiment to provide ani

estimate of initial body composition (CL) were included in

the analysis, the statistical model was modified to contain

j=1,2,3,4 intake treatments,



RESULTS

Body weight and feed consumption. The force-feeding

(FF) and restricted—feeding (RS) treatments were effective

in creating wide differences in feed consumption (Table 9).

Differences in feed consumption were associated with

differences in body weight gain, but the efficiency of

conversion of food to body weight differed due to line and

to the feeding treatments. The line by feeding treatment

interaction was also significant. The HN chicks exhibited

improved gross feed efficiency in comparison to the LN

chicks under gg libitum and restricted feeding but not under

force—feeding. Regardless of line, feed restriction

resulted in poorer gross feed efficiency while force-feeding

improved feed efficiency.

Carcass composition. Changes in carcass composition

occurred in birds fed gg libitum (Table 10). In comparison

to the chicks killed at 28 days of age (CL), the carcasses

of gg libitum-fed (AL) LN chicks killed at 63 days of age

contained less fat, while there was no difference in the HN

line. Percentage carcass protein did not differ

significantly between the control and gg libitum-fed chicks.

Carcass ash concentrations were less in the LN gg libitum-

fed chicks than in the control group (CL) from this line,

while carcass ash did not differ due to these treatments in

' 63
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the HN chicks. Responses in percent dry matter due to these

treatments also differed between lines. More importantly,

carcass energy concentrations due to age differed between

lines. In the LN line,·carcass energy concentrations

decreased between 42 (CL) and 61 days of age in ag libitum-

fed chicks, while in the HN line, a significant increase

occurred during this period when feeding was gg libitum.

At 61 days of age, force-feeding resulted in an

increased proportion of body fat and a decreased proportion

of body protein and ash in comparison to chicks fed ag

libitum. In contrast, restricted feeding tended to reduce

the percentage of carcass fat. These differences in body

composition were associated with differences in the

concentration of energy in the carcass. Force-feeding

increased carcass energy while restricted feeding reduced

carcass energy.

The change in carcass constituents, determined by

subtracting the initial carcass composition values obtained

from the chicks at 42 days of age (CL) from the values

obtained at 61 days of age (FF, AL, RS), is presented in

Table 11. Force—feeding increased and restricted feeding

reduced gain of all carcass constituents, with the line by

genotype interactions generally indicating more pronounced

responses in the LN chicks. Gain in carcass energy due to
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force—feeding, for example, was much greater on a percentage

basis for the LN than for the HN chicks. Moreover, -

restricted feeding resulted in a loss of body fat in LN

chicks, while the HN chicks were capable of some fat

deposition under restricted feeding.

Energy balance. Force-feeding resulted in an increase

in caloric intake of about 49% in the LN chicks and of about

39% in the HN chicks (Table 12). The reduction in caloric

intake due to restricted feeding (32% and 33% for the LN and

HN chicks, respectively) was similar in both lines. These

wide differences between intake treatments were associated

with wide differences in excreta energy and in the total

calories metabolized. Moreover, the percentage of ingested

energy metabolized differed due to the feeding treatments.

Force-feeding resulted in a decrease in the proportion of

ingested energy metabolized. The effect of restricted

feeding on metabolizability of dietary energy_differed

between populations (Table 12). The HN chicks exhibited

increased metabolizability due to force-feeding while

nosignificantdifference between gg libitum- and restricted-

fed birds was obtained in the LN line. Differences in

metabolizability between the LN and HN lines were

inconsistent between lines, with the HN chicks tending to

exhibit higher metabolizability values than the LNs when
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feed was restricted but not under gg libitum or force-

feeding.

Due to the large differences in weight gain occurring

in this study, metabolizable energy was also examined after ‘

corrections were made for nitrogen balance (Table 13).

Although nitrogen corrected values differed from non-

corrected values, responses to the feeding treatments

followed similar patterns. Force feeding reduced AME and

AME¤ values of the feed while restricted feeding increased

AME and AMEn values in HN but not in LN chicks. The line by
treatment interaction was also of interest in regard to

differences between lines in the ability to metabolize

dietary energy. When subjected to restricted—feeding, the

AME and AME¤ values obtained were higher for the HN than for
the LN chicks. When force-fed or when fed ad libitum, AME

and AMEh values obtained were higher for LN than for HN

chicks.

Because of the reduced metabolizability of the feed

under force-feeding, the percentage of ingested energy

excreted was higher for the FF treatment than for the AL

treatment (Table 14). This difference, however, did not

appear to affect carcass energy deposition. The percentage

of gross energy deposited in the carcass was considerably

higher for the force-fed chicks than for those fed gg
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libitum. The percentage of gross energy expended as heat,

therefore, was substantially less under force—feeding than

under ag libitum—feeding. Similar patterns were observed

when energy dissipated as heat and energy deposited in the

carcass were examined as a percentage of energy metabolized.

Force—feeding resulted in a larger proportion of the

metabolized energy being deposited into the carcass and a

smaller proportion being expended as heat.

Restricted feeding apparently resulted in a decrease in

total energy excreted in chicks from both lines, but did not

significantly affect the percentage of ingested energy

excreted by the LN chicks. In the HNs, a small, but

significant, reduction in the percentage of dietary energy

excreted was observed in response to restricted-feeding but

this did not prevent a significant reduction in the

percentage of ingested energy deposited into the carcass. A

reduced efficiency of energy utilization due to restricted-

feeding, however, was expected because a larger percentage

of available calories would be needed to satisfy maintenance

energy needs. Indeed, about 93% and 77% of the calories

metabolized were expended as heat in the LN and HN chicks,

respectively, when feed was restricted.

Regardless of feeding treatment, the HN chicks

deposited a larger percentage of available calories into
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their carcasses than did the LNs. This observation suggests

that the maintenance energy requirements of the HN chicks .

are less than those of the LNs. Calculated heat production

values were consistent with this conclusion.

Body temperature and thermal circulation index. When

measured in a fed-state, body core (cloacal) temperatures

were increased by force—feeding (Table 15). Core

temperature did not differ between chicks from the AL and RS

treatments. No significant effects due to line were

obtained and the line by treatment interaction was not

significant. _

When body core temperatures were measured after 24 hr

of fasting, a significant line by treatment interaction was

observed. Core temperatures of the HN chicks did not differ

due to feeding treatments, while the LN chicks exhibited

increased and decreased body temperature in response to

force feeding and restricted feeding, respectively.

Differences in fasted body temperature between lines varied

among feeding treatments, with the HN chicks tending to have

higher body temperatures when restricted-fed or fed ag

libitum but not when force—fed.

Body surface (foot pad) temperatures, when measured

shortly after feeding, were influenced significantly by both

line and feeding treatment although the interaction between
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these effects was not significant. Surface temperatures

were increased by force-feeding and reduced by feed

restriction. HN chicks had higher surface temperatures than

the LNs. When surface temperatures were measured after ·

fasting, however, the results were less consistent. HNs

tended to exhibit higher surface temperatures than the LNs,

but the differences were less pronounced in the restricted-

fed chicks. In the LN line, restricted-fed chicks had lower

surface temperatures than those fed ag libitum, but surface

temperatures did not differ between gg libitum and

restricted-fed chicks from the LN line. Force—fed chicks

from both lines had higher surface temperatures than those

° fed ad libitum.

The body temperature data were also used to calculate

the thermal circulation index (TCI) as an estimate of the

peripheral control of heat loss (Misson, 1982). With this

system, lower values represent a greater potential for heat

loss. When TCI was calculated for chicks under fed

conditions, significant effects were obtained due to both

line and feeding treatment. TCI values were lower for HN

than for LN chicks. Force—feeding reduced values while

restricted—feeding increased values. Under fasted

conditions, a significant line by feeding treatment

interaction was obtained. Force—feeding significantly
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reduced fasted TCI values in the LN but not in the HN

chicks. Restricted-feeding increased values in the HNs but

not in the LNs. H chicks tended to have lower TCI values

than LNs although the differences were less pronounced under

restricted-feeding.



DISCUSSION

In a previous study (Experiment I), no substantial

change in the proportion of carcass ash, protein, or lipidu
occurred when chicks from these lines were fed ag libitum,

indicating that body composition in chicks remained fairly

constant in the portion of the growth curve observed. In

this experiment, however, LN chicks fed gg libitum failed to

maintain body fat concentrations during the 19 days of the

experiment (Table 10). A likely explanation is that LN

chicks did not maintain an appropriate food intake when

caged individually. This failure also exaggerated the feed

restriction of the chicks subjected to the RS treatment.

The decrease in percent carcass lipid of the gg libitum and

restricted—fed chicks from the LN line, therefore,

apparently reflected the degree of energy restriction. The

HN chicks, on the other hand, appeared better able to

maintain their body composition over the course of the

study.

Force feeding produced a 52% and 39% increase in total

feed consumption for LN and HN chicks, respectively. Nir gt

al. (1978) discovered that chicks of a light breed could be

over—fed to a greater degree than heavy breed chicks. They

suggested that the heavy breed was consuming gg libitum an

amount of feed nearer to its digestive capacity than the

71
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light breed chicks. The present results were consistent

with these observations. Both lines, however, responded to

the increased feed intake with increases in body weight.

The amount of carcass lipid, protein, ash, and dry matter

deposited in the carcass was also greater in force—fed

chicks than in chicks fed ag libitum. Nir gt al. (1974),

however, reported that heavy breed chicks exhibited a

reduction in long body growth in response to overfeeding,

and they attributed this reduction to stress caused by the _

procedure. In the present study, in which overfeeding

commenced at an older age, the chicks appeared better able

to cope with the stress of force feeding. Force feeding of

the HN chicks resulted in a net increase in all carcass

components measured (Table 11).

Force-feeding is not recommended for rats by some

researchers (Rothwell and Stock, 1978, 1979a) because of the

associated stress and disruption of normal feeding patterns.

Domestic fowl, however, appear to be more adaptable to

force—feeding than rodents (Levinger and Kedem, 1972; Nir gt

al., 1978). The force-fed LN chicks in this experiment

ultimately achieved a body composition similar to HNs fed ag

libitum. Similar results were previously reported by Nir gt

al. (1978), who observed that overfed New Hampshire x White

Leghorn crosses had a similar fat concentration in their
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adipose tissue as ag libitum-fed White Plymouth Rocks. The

HN chicks force-fed showed a greater deposition of carcass

lipid and carcass dry matter than the force-fed LN chicks.

The LN chicks exceeded the HNs for the proportion of carcass

crude protein and ash. These results suggest that the LN

chicks were exhibiting an increase in long body growth with

overfeeding and that excess energy was not being used solely

for fat deposition. The LN chicks appeared, therefore, to

be consuming ad libitum insufficient feed to meet their

maximum growth potential. Zelenka (personal communication)

has made similar observations and concluded that LN chickens

are anorexic.

The efficiency of ME utilization for carcass energy

gain increased concomitantly with feed intake in chicks from

both lines, roughly approximating the proportional

differences in feed intake. The estimated heat loss

followed a similar pattern, with the exception of force and

ag libitum-fed chicks which dissipated similar amounts of

dietary energy. Force—feeding resulted in only a slight

numerical increase in heat loss, suggesting an improvement

in gross utilization of metabolizable energy. Excessive

feed intake does not necessarily reduce feed utilization

efficiency in chicks (Nir gt al., 1974), geese (Nitsan gt

al., 1973) or humans (Strong et gl., 1967). Pancreatic and
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intestinal digestive enzymes and digestive tract mass

increase in proportion to the excess of food (Nir gt al.,

1978; Nitsan gt gl., 1974) in chicks of light and heavy

breeds. In these particular lines, the HN chicks used

dietary energy for carcass energy gain more efficiently than

LN chicks regardless of intake treatment. This pattern is in

agreement with previous reports (Siegel and Wisman, 1962,

1966). A lower metabolic rate for HN chicks was proposed as

the advantage this line enjoyed in energy utilization (Owens

gt al., 1971).

When fed the same diet, determined apparent

metabolizable energy (AME) values were higher for HN than LN

chicks when restricted feeding was practiced (Table 13).

When the chicks were fed ag libitum, or subjected to force-

feeding, this advantage was not observed. Similar

observations were reported previously by Siegel and Wisman

(1966). Several plausible explanations for these

differences exist. Feed is completely cleared from the

intestine more rapidly in the HN than in the LN chicks

(Cherry and Siegel, 1978), and differences in absorptive

capabilities accentuated by the effects of restricted-

feeding on feed passage could account for the differences.

Although in gitrg studies suggested that absorptive

capacities were greater in the LN than in the HN chicks
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(Walker gg al., 1981), the former tended to excrete a larger

proportion of ingested energy than the latter when

restricted—feeding was practiced (Table 14). The increased

excreta energy in the LN chicks could reflect decreased

absorption. Alternatively, the differences in excreta

energy could be associated with differences in tissue

catabolism. Because the LNs, in comparison to the HNs,

store less energy as fat, tissue catabolism would likely be

higher for the LNs subjected to restricted feeding.

Potential differences in turnover rates of body protein

(Hentges gt gl., 1983) and lipid (Calabotta gt al., 1983,

1985) between lines could also be accentuated by restricted

feeding. The latter explanation would be consistent with

the contention of Siegel and Wisman (1966) that differences

in body composition were associated with their observed

differences in metabolizability. The correction of apparent

metabolizable energy values for nitrogen balance, however,

did not eliminate line differences (Table 13). On the other

hand, differences in endogenous energy excretion between

lines would not be corrected for by nitrogen correction, and

true metabolizable energy determinations were not conducted

in the study.

Although it has been suggested that there is sufficient

genetic variation in body core temperatures for selection
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for this trait to be practiced (Hutt and Crawford, 1960;

Kamar and Khalifa, 1964), selection for high and low body

weight apparently has not modified body temperature

(Dunnington and Siegel, 1984). The lines, however, did

differ in their responses to the feeding treatments imposed

in this experiment. The LN chicks exhibited clear responses

in body temperature to both force-feeding and restricted-

feeding, while the HNs appeared to be more homeothermically

buffered against these challenges. These responses were

contradictory to those normally observed in rodents in which

obesity is often associated with impaired thermogenesis

(Bray and York, 1979). In the HN and LN chicks used in the

present study, the balance between heat generation and heat

loss may be more critical to thermoregulation in the LN

chick due to smaller body mass to body surface ratios,

resulting in reduced thermal inertia (Calder and King,

1974). Body surface area and volume increase

proportionately to the square and cube of body length,

respectively. The ratio of body volume to surface area,

therefore, reflects the relationship of metabolically active

tissue to potential heat loss from the body surface (Shilov,

1973). Recently, MacLeod gt gl. (1985) reported that the

heat increment of feeding in mature turkey males in zero

energy balance was about 5% of the total intake of
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metabolizable energy. When the relative amount of feed

consumed by the LN and HN chicks is considered, it is

obvious that heat production associated with nutrient

utilization is proportionately more important to

thermoregulation in the LN than in the HN chicks. Moreover,

the characteristic feeding behavior of these lines would

inflict a greater energy cost of feeding on LN than HN

chicks (Barbato gt al., 1980).

Within the zone of thermoneutrality, 75 to 95% of total

heat loss is as sensible heat (Romijn and Lokhurst, 1966).

Thermoregulation within the thermoneutral zone, therefore,

primarily occurs through temperature changes in the

insulatory shell of the bird, and should be reflected by

food pad (surface) temperature. Passive heat loss is

essentially negligible except when the feet are in direct

contact with a cold surface (Wittow, 1976). In this

experiment, birds were housed on wire-grid floors to

minimize passive heat loss.

Surface temperatures were lower in LN than in HN chicks

except when the restricted—fed birds were fasted prior to

temperature measurements (Table 15). These results appear

to emphasize the contribution of heat increment to

thermoregulation in the LN chicks in general and in the HN

chicks under restricted·feeding. Moreover, the data
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suggested that heat loss was accentuated in chicks from both

lines in response to force-feeding, even when measurements ·

were made after 24 hr of fasting. The increased heat loss

could be associated with differences in body size, body

composition, heat production adaptations to maintain an

appropriate energy balance, or residual effects of food

intake. A 24-hr fast after force-feeding would likely be

insufficient to completely deplete the crop and

gastrointestinal tract of digesta.

The thermal circulation index (TCI), as described by

Burton and Edholm (1955), offers an approximation of skin

vasomotor tone or the peripheral control of heat loss.

Misson (1982) found significant differences in TCI between

fed and starved chicks at similar ambient temperatures. In

this study, a 24-hr fast increased TCI (reduced heat loss)

within each line—treatment subclass. The LN line, however,

responded with changes in TCI of a greater magnitude than HN

chicks when the chicks were force—fed or fed ag libitum.

Under restricted feeding, the response of HN chicks

resembled that of the LNs fed gg libitum or subjected to

restricted-feeding. It was not known if the small responses

of the LN chicks subjected to force-feeding or the HNs fed

ag libitum or force—fed were due to the residual effects of

food intake on metabolic rate or to the greater thermal
l
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inertia due to body mass changes resulting from the feeding

treatments.

Increased heat production through brown adipose tissue

thermogenesis has been associated with excessive caloric

intake in mammals (Himms-Hagen and Desautels, 1978; Rothwell

and Stock, 1979b). Increased temperature of the skin

overlying brown adipose tissue has accompanied such

thermogenic responses. Because of the dearth of information

concerning the existence or location of brown adipose tissue

in the fowl, no attempt was made to determine heat loss from

specific anatomic regions. The increased surface and core

body temperatures (Table 15), changes in TCI (Table 15), and

calculated heat production values (Tables 12 and 14),

however, could be construed as evidence that chickens are

capable of some form of adaptive thermogenesis to increased

caloric intake. In contrast, other results were

inconsistent with this concept. Over—feeding resulted in

substantial improvements in gross feed efficiency (Table 9),

increases in growth and carcass energy deposition (Table

11), increases in percentages of ingested and metabolized

energy deposited into the carcasses (Table 14), and apparent

decreases in the proportion of available energy dissipated

as energy (Table 14). It is likely, therefore, that

apparent changes in heat production observed were due to
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increases in heat increment and body mass associated with

increases in caloric intake, and were not indicative of

diet—induced thermogenesis.

In summary, because overconsumption of energy pg; gg

(Experiment I) was ineffective as a stimulus to specific

energy dissipative mechanisms, this experiment was conducted

to examine the effect of overconsumption of a balanced diet

on energetic efficiency. Overfeeding increased growth of

all body constituents measured over ag libitum—fed chicks,

while feed restriction produced the opposite effect, within

each line. The efficiency of dietary energy utilization was

enhanced by overfeeding and reduced by feed restriction in

both LN and HN chicks. Core (cloacal) and surface (foot

pad) temperatures and TCI in both HN and LN chicks suggest

that heat loss was higher in overfed and lower in

restricted-fed than ag libitum—fed chicks. However, the

energy balance data confirms that the increased apparent

heat loss is small and does not prove the existence of an

effective energy dissipative mechanism in the fowl which

would be analogous to brown adipose tissue thermogenesis in

the rat.
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Table 8. Composition of Diet

Ingredient g/kg

Yellow corn, ground 653.0
Soybean meal, dehulled 229.0
Meat and bone meal 76.0
Blended fat 30.0
Limestone, ground 5.5
Vitamin and trace mineral premix‘ 2.5
Salt 2.5
DL-methionine 1.5

Calculated analysis

Crude protein (g/kg) 208.3
Metabolizable energy (kcal/kg) 3203.00
Calcium (g/kg) 10.51
Phosphorus (g/kg) 7.02
Methionine (g/kg) 4.92
Cystine (g/kg) 2.84
TSAA2 (g/kg) 7.76
Lysine (g/kg) 10.83

‘Premix supplied per kg of diet: 1100 I.U. vitamin A;
4400 I.C.U. vitamin D3; 4.4 I.U. vitamin E; 7.0 mg menadione
sodium bisulfite; 8.8 mg riboflavin; 22 mg d—calcium
pantothenate; 66 mg niacin; 500 mg choline chloride; 13.2
mcg vitamin B13; 1.2 mg folic acid; 250 mg ethoxyquin; 80 mg
manganese; 112 mg zinc; 62 mg iron; 16 mg copper; 1 mg
iodine.

ZMethionine plus cystine
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Table 13. Apparent metabolizable energy (AMB) corrected

for nitrogen retention using the gain in body nitrogen

(AMEnb) or the feed nitrogen retained (AME¤f) of LN and

HN chicks in response to force (FF), ad libitum (AL), and
n

restricted (RS) feeding (Means and standard errors)

Line Treatment AME AMEnb AME¤f

——-—---—-----—-—-kcal/g---—--—-—-—------—

LN FF 3.19 1 .03a 3.10 1 .03b 2.92 1 .02a

AL 3.29 1 .03a 3.22 1 .03a 3.02 1 .03a
RS 3.21 1.06a 3.17 1 .06ab 2.94 1.06a

HN FF 3.13 1.02C 3.02 1 .02c 2.86 1 .02c
AL 3.27 1 .0lb 3.17 1 .O1b 2.99 1 .02b
RS 3.33 1 .0la 3.25 1 .Ola 3.06 1 .02a

Analyses

Line ns ns ns
Treatment * * *
L x T * * *

a'b'cWithin lines, means having the same superscripts were not
significantly different (P S .05).

* = significant effect (P S .05).

ns = non-significant effect (P > .05).
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EXPERIMENT III

CALORIMETRIC RESPONSES OF HIGH-WEIGHT AND LOW-WEIGHT

CHICKS TO FORCE FEEDING AND TO RESTRICTED FEEDING
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INTRODUCTION

Rodents exhibiting diet—induced thermogenesis gain

little or no body weight although consuming up to 80% more

energy; heat production may be doubled in·these cases

(Rothwell and Stock, 1978, 1980, 1981a). This adaptive

thermogenic mechanism appears to involve the uncoupling of

oxidative phosphorylation by the binding of free fatty acids

to a mitochondrial membrane-bound protein in brown adipose

tissue (Nicholls and Locke, 1984). Although many studies of

diet—induced thermogenesis have employed direct methods of

determining energy balance (Rothwell and Stock, 1983a)

others have utilized respiration calorimetry to estimate

actual metabolic energy losses. Generally, these reports

have supported the contention that metabolic rate is

accelerated by diet—induced thermogenesis (Brooks gt al.,

1980a; Padbury gt al., 1979; Rothwell and Stock, 1979c;

Rothwell gt gl., 1981b, 1983a), although others have argued

that conclusions based solely on oxygen consumption ignore

the effect of permanent increases in body size and its

influence on maintenance metabolic requirements (Webster,

1981; Armitage gt al., 1983).

In chickens, respiration calorimetry has been used to

examine the effects of genotype (Kuenzel and Kuenzel, 1977;

Pym and Farrell, 1977; Denbow and Kuenzel, 1978), egg
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production (Waring and Brown, 1965; Leeson and Porter—Smith,

1970; Morrison and Leeson, 1978) and feedstuffs (Farrell,

1974a; Scheibel gg al., 1979) on metabolism. The results of

respiration calorimetry tend to agree with traditional

energy balance techniques (Davidson gt al., 1968; Fuller gt

gl., 1983).

In this study, male chickens differing widely in growth

rate were used to determine the effect of restricted, ag

libitum, or force-feeding on metabolic rate and heat

production. Standardized indirect respiration calorimetric

procedures were used.



h
MATERIALS AND METHODS

General procedures. At 41 days of age, 10 males from

each of two lines developed through bidirectional selection

for juvenile body weight (Dunnington and Siegel, 1985) were

assigned to each of three dietary treatments: ag libitum

feed intake (AL), restricted feeding at approximately 75% of

ag libitum feed intake (RS), and force feeding with twice

daily intracrop intubations of a 60:40 waterzfeed mixture to

crop capacity (FF). Additional feed was also provided gg

libitum to the latter treatment group. Subjects within a

line-treatment combination were housed together in battery

grower cages with 0.15 mz of floor space allowed for each

high-weight (HN) chick and 0.08 mz allowed for each low-

weight (LN) chick. Ambient temperature was maintained near

2lC throughout the experimental period and illumination was

continuous. The diet provided to all birds contained 20.8%

crude protein and 3203 kcal of metabolizable energy per kg,

(Table 8).

After 14 days on the respective feeding treatments, six

representative chicks from each line—intake subclass were

transported to the University of Delaware, where they were

housed under similar conditions and respiration calorimetry

procedures were conducted.
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Metabolic rate assessment. Heat production, expressed

as kcal/hr/kg•72 body weight, was used as an estimate of

metabolic rate. Heat production was calculated from _

measurements of oxygen (O2) consumption and carbon dioxide

(CÜZ) production using the formula proposed by Romijn and

Lokhurst (1966):

MR = 3.871 (O2) + 1.194 (CO2)

where MR = heat production (kcal/hr kg•72);

O2 = oxygen consumed (1/hr kg•’2);

CO2 = carbon dioxide produced (1/hr kg•’2);

Delaware Respiratory Calorimeter. The calorimeter

consisted of six Conviron environmental chambers utilizing

temperature controls to maintain internal temperature within

narrow limits. Continuous illumination from fluorescent

lighting was provided. Each chicken was placed into a 96 l

gas metabolism chamber, which contained an automatic

watering device, feeder, and fan to circulate the air within

the chamber. Each chicken stood on a wire grid floor above

a droppings tray. The gas metabolism chamber was airtight

except for an air inlet in the top (diameter O.5 cm).

Exhaust air was pumped from an opening below the wire floor

and above the droppings tray through two cylinders

containing a dessicant (anhydrous calcium sulfate, Drierite,

The W. A. Hammond Dierite Co., Xenia, OH) to ensure that a
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dry exhaust air sample was pumped to the gas analyzers.

Oxygen and carbon dioxide analyzers were calibrated with

outside air (20.95% O2, 0.03% CO2) and a primary gas mixture

(20.48% O2; 0.50% CO2) prior to the commencement of each

trial. Exhaust air flow was adjusted to 3.50 1 per min. An

automatic gas stream selector monitored the stream of dry

exhaust air from each chamber sequentially, at 10 min

intervals, switching each in turn to the O2 and CO2

analyzers. An Autodata Ten/10 computer recorded the gas

stream identification, air temperature within the chamber

(C), air flow rate (1/min), % O2, % CO2 andbarometricpressure.

After reading data from three metabolism

chambers, a reading of % O2 and % CO2 of the room air was

made for the purpose of calculating the change in proportion

of these gases in the exhausted air. Barometric pressure

was recorded from a mercury barometer at intervals of two

hours as a check on the automatic barometric pressure

determinations.

Delaware Indirect Calorimeter. Oxygen consumption was

calculated in the following manner:
l

VO2 = AO2 x flow rate (1/hr) x STP

where AO2 = %O2 (room air) — %O2 (exhaust air) /100

STP = standard temperature (273 K/273 + T air C and

pressure (barometric pressure/760 mm Hg);

02 = V02/Bw•7Z;
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Carbon Dioxide Production

VC02 = AC02 x flow rate (1/hr) x STP _

where VC02 = ZC02 (exhaust air) - %C02 (room air)/100;

CO2 = VCÜ2/Bw'7z

Calorimetric procedures. Ag libitum-fed chicks had

access to feed at all times and were provided with feed

throughout the measurement of metabolic rates. The

individuals subjected to restricted feeding received their

daily allotment of feed at the time they were placed in the

gas metabolism chambers. Force—fed chicks received an

intubation of a 60:40 waterzfeed mixture directly into the

crop at the time of placement. Feed was also available to

the force·fed chicks at all times during calorimetric

measurements.

One chicken from each line-treatment combination was

measured simultaneously in each metabolism trial. After the

chicks were placed in metabolism chambers, chambers were

sealed and the monitoring process begun. Data collected

during the first hour were discarded under the assumption

that metabolic rate would be unduly influenced initially by

the novelty of the environment. The temperature of the

Conviron environmental chamber was adjusted to 20C for HN

and 22C for LN chicks which, based upon previous

observation, appeared to provide the most comfortable
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thermal environment within the chambers for these lines.

Chamber volume and air flow rate were identical for LN and

HN chicks. Trials were conducted each day for four
b

consecutive days, one trial starting at 0800 hr and the·

other at 1800 hr. Each bird was monitored continuously for

a period of eight hours.

Statistical analyses. Body weights and gain in body

weight were transformed to logarithms for statistical

analyses. Feed intake and transformed body weight data were

subjected to analyses of variance and means were separated

using Duncan's Multiple Range Test (Steel and Torrie, 1980).

An analysis of variance was inappropriate for the metabolic

rate data because replicates were confounded with time, i.e.

each line—treatment combination was represented by only one

subject within each assessment period. Therefore, for oxygen

consumption, carbon dioxide production, respiratory quotient

(RQ), and metabolic rate, statistical significance was

assumed when means differed by plus or minus two standard

errors of the mean. The statistical model was:

Y = u + Li +Tj +(LT)ij + eijk

where i = 1, 2 lines, j = 1, 2, 3 treatments, and k = 1, 2,

3 . . . n individuals.



RESULTS

The mean total feed intake of the LN chicks during the

experimental period of 19 days was 544, 399, and 268 g for

the force-fed (FF), ag libitum—fed (AL), and restricted-fed
‘

(RS) treatments, respectively. The force-fed and

restricted-fed chicks from the LN line consumed 136% and

67%, respectively, of the amount of feed consumed by the gg

libitum—fed chicks from this line. For the HN chicks, feed

consumption for the force-fed and restricted—fed chicks was

154% and 70%, respectively, that of their counterparts fedn

ag libitum. Mean feed intake of the HN chicks was 2543,

1649, and 1159 g for the force-fed, ad libitum-fed, and

restricted—fed treatments, respectively.
l

Body weight gain in chicks of both lines tended to

correspond with differences in feed consumption (Table 16).

Force-feeding increased body weights while restricted-

feeding reduced weight gain of the HN chicks. The line by

feeding interaction was not significant.

During the metabolism trials, which were conducted for

each chick over a period of eight consecutive hours after

established feeding times, total feed consumption did not

follow established trends (Table 17). Restricted-fed chicks

from both lines consumed more feed than those fed gg libitum

during this period of eight hours when feed was available
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free-choice. Previous feed intake data were determined for

ag libitum-fed chicks over a 24 hr time period and the

allottment for the restricted·fed birds was calculated based

on this figure. However, restricted·fed chicks were

accustomed to being fed once per day, resulting in a period

of non-availability of feed during the latter part of each

24 hr period. As a result their appetites were heightened by

the next feeding and feed consumption was accomplished

rapidly and completely. Ag libitum-fed chicks were

accustomed to satisfying their appetites by numerous meals

distributed over the entire 24 hr and were not inclined to

over—consume upon placement in the metabolism chambers where

feed was available free-choice.

O2 consumption and CO2 production values tended to

parallel differences in feed consumption. Regardless of

line, both O2 consumption and CO2 production of chicks

subjected to force—feeding were significantly higher than

those of the chicks fed gg libitum. Force-feeding, in

comparison to gg libitum-feeding, in the LN line resulted in

an increase of 92%, 19%, and 23% in feed consumption, O2

consumption, and CO2 production, respectively.

Corresponding values for the HN chicks were 150%, 26%, and

35% for feed consumption, O2 consumption, and CO2

production, respectively. Respiratory quotient (RQ) values
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were also increased by force·feeding, although the increase

in the LN chicks failed to be significant. Respiratory

quotients of 1.0 or greater are not unusual for fed poultry

and mammals experiencing a net gain in body tissue,

especially adipose tissue (Fuller gt al., 1983; Woo gt al.,

1985). Force-feeding also increased metabolic rates in

comparison to ag libitum—feeding with a 21% increase in the

LN chicks and a 28% increase in the HN chicks occurring.

As mentioned previously, the chicks subjected to

restricted-feeding actually consumed more feed than the

chicks fed gg libitum during the eight hours in which they

were in the metabolism chambers. As a result, no

significant differences in O2 consumption, CO2 production,

RQ, or metabolic rate between ag libitum and restricted-fed

chicks were observed, although there was a general tendency

for heat production (metabolic rate) values to parallel feed

consumption values.

Feed consumption was, of course, considerably higher

for the HN chicks than for those from the LN line. Under ag

libitum or force feeding, the HN chicks consistently

exhibited reduced values for O2 consumption, CO2 production,

and metabolic rate in comparison to the LNs. When force-

fed, however, values for Oz consumption, CO2 production, and

heat production were remarkably similar between the HN and

LN chicks.
U



DISCUSSION

In the experimental protocol used, feed was presented A

to chicks from each treatment group at the time they were.

placed in the metabolism chambers. This procedure was

utilized to assess the affects of feed intake on metabolism.

In retrospect, however, offering the restricted-fed chicks

their total allowance of feed at the beginning of the

assessment period was a mistake. The restricted-fed chicks

consumed their entire allotment of feed within a period of

about one hour, and during the eight hours in which they

were in the metabolism chambers, they actually consumed more

feed than the chicks fed ag libitum (Table 17). The intense

feeding activity exhibited by the chicks during this period

may have contributed to an increase in metabolic rate

distinct from the heat increment of feeding, which is

associated with the metabolic costs of digestion,

absorption, and utilization of nutrients. The energy cost

of feeding activity in laying hens has been estimated to be

20-30% of their resting metabolic rate (MacLeod and Jewitt,

1985). In comparison to the restricted-fed chicks, the

chicks fed gg libitum or force—fed exhibited a calmer

demeanor and displayed far less interest in feeding. As a

result, the heat production of these groups probably more

closely reflected energetic costs of metabolism.
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Owens gt gl. (1971) reported that chicks from the HN

line exhibited lower Oz consumption than LN chicks, and they

contended that a higher metabolic rate contributed to the

inferior feed efficiency exhibited by the LNs. Ross and

coworkers (1954) however found that when oxygen consumption

by slow and rapidly growing White Plymouth Rock cockerels

was expressed on a metabolic body size basis, differences

due to growth rate were not apparent. In this study,

metabolic rates of the LN chicks were higher than in the HNs

under ag libitum and restricted-feeding but not under force-

feeding. These differences were probably the result of

feeding behavior. The force—fed chicks were extremely

docile and exhibited only negligible physical activity after

being force-fed.

Pym and Farrell (1977) and Pym gt gl. (1984) compared

heat production, in a fed state, between a control line and

lines selected for weight gain, feed consumption, and feed

efficiency. Chicks from the feed consumption line generated

more heat than the feed efficiency and control lines, while

their body weight gains were intermediate. Heat production

appeared to parallel energy intake, suggesting that heat

production during feeding situations is more a function of

feed intake than of fundamental changes in basal metabolism.

Consistent with this concept was the lack of detectable
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differences in heat production among lines observed by Pym

and Farrell (1977) and Pym gt al. (1984) when feed was

restricted. This latter observation was somewhat

surprising, however, in view of the differences in

feathering rates among Pym's lines (Pym gt gl., 1984).

The early feathering lines used in this experiment were

developed on the basis of selection for body weight at 56

days of age. Accordingly, growth rate and feed intake were

altered concomitantly (Barbato gt gl., 1980). Davidson gt

al. (1968) reported that broiler chickens expended a similar

amount of heat each day as slower—growing egg-type chickens,

although the broiler chicks consumed more feed. Broiler

chicks, therefore, would enjoy an advantage in energy

utilization for growth. Pym and Farrell (1977), however,

suggested that maintenance energy requirements increase with ·

increasing feed intake, resulting in a decrease in the

efficiency of energy retention. The results of the present

study indicate that the HN chicks enjoyed a clear metabolic

advantage over the LNs when fed gg libitum or when feed

restriction was practiced. Although this advantage was not

observed when overconsumption was induced manually by force-

feeding, feed intake per se was unlikely the cause. Rather,

the propensity of the HN chicks to exhibit reduced feeding

activity, although consuming more feed, in comparison to the
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LN chicks (Barbato gt gl.,1980) probably accounted for the

differences in heat production observed.

In summary, the feeding treatments produced changes in

body weight in the HN and LN chicks similar to those

previously observed (Experiment II). Oxygen consumption,

carbon dioxide production, and metabolic rates were greater

in force-fed birds than in those fed ag libitum. The

increased metabolic rates, corrected for metabolic body

size, of the force—fed chicks indicated that heat

expenditure was increased by the overconsumption of feed.

The magnitude of the increase observed (21% and 28% for the

LN and HN chicks, respectively), however, probably reflected

differences in heat increment (i.e., heat expenditure

associated with nutrient metabolism) rather than an adaptive

thermogenic response to minimize weight gain or fat

deposition. The increases in food consumption resulting

from force feeding were 36% and 54% for the HN and LN

chicks, respectively. Studies with rats have shown that

increased caloric intakes of up to 80% can occur with little

or no effect in body weight because heat production is often

doubled (Rothwell and Stock, 1978, 1980, 1981b). Diet-

induced thermogenesis in the chicken, therefore, would

appear to be of only minor, if any, importance in energy

balance regulation.
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Table 16. Body weight (initial and final) and body weight

gain of low—weight (LN) and high—weight (HN) chicks in

response to force (PF), ad libitum (AL), and restricted (RS)

feeding (Means and standard errors of the means)

Treat— Body weight
Line ment n 41 d 64 d Weight gain

-——-••-~••••••-••---g••••••••-•-•-••••-•-

LN FF (6) 169 1 lla 404 1 27a 235 1 16a

AL (6) 193 1 93 345 1 37ab 152 1 29b

RS (6) 167 1
6a 264 1 9b 97 1

10b ~

HN FF (6) 868 1
23a 1841 1 36a 973 1 24a

AL (6) 864 1
26a 1556 1 16b 692 1 20b

RS (6) 827 1
13a

1244 1 10c 417 1 8c

Analyses

Line * * *
Treatment ns * *
L x T ns ns ns

a’b’cFor
each variable, means within a line with the same

superscript are not significantly different (P S .05).

* = significant effect (P S .05). .

ns = non—significant effect (P > .05).
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EXPERIMENT IV

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF HIGH-WEIGHT AND LOW—WEIGHT

CHICKS TO RESTRICTED AND TO FORCE FEEDING
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INTRODUCTION

The role of neuroendocrine systems in mammalian

thermogenesis has been intensively investigated (see reviews

by Himms-Hagen, 1983, 1985; Nicholls and Locke, 1984;

Rothwell and Stock, 1983b; Woo gt gl., 1985). Sympathetic

innervation has been shown to control the thermogenic and

trophic responses of brown adipose tissue in rodents

(Bukowiecki and Collett, 1983; Bukowiecki, 1984). The

action of epinephrine on thermogenesis is both direct, via

sympathetic stimulation of brown fat cells (Bukowiecki,

1984) and indirect, through the stimulation of

5'—monodeiodinase which converts thyroxine (T,) to

triiodothyronine (T3) [Leonard gt gl., 1983]. The presence

of thyroid hormones is necessary for epinephrine-induced

thermogenesis (Himms-Hagen, 1983) and the deiodination of T,

to produce T3 in brown adipose tissue may be responsible for

the increase in circulating plasma concentrations of T3 in

swine (Gurr gt al., 1980) and rats (Danforth et gl., 1979)
I

fed thermogenic diets (Himms-Hagen, 1985). In addition,

sympathetic stimulation of brown adipose tissue induces

thereleaseof free fatty acids into the circulatory system

(Bieber gt al., 1975; Bukowiecki gt al., 1981).

Estimates of heat production in response to varying

caloric intakes did not provide evidence that diet-induced
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thermogenesis occurs in the domestic fowl (Experiments I,

II, and III). Overfeeding in poultry, however, can induce _

changes in body temperature (Nir, 1977; Nir gt al., 1975, ;

Experiment II), which may be indicative of increases in

thermogenesis. Moreover, histological evidence of the

existence of brown adipose tissue in birds is contradictory

(Johnston, 1971; Rechardt and Hervonen, 1976; Oliphant,

1983). It is not known if differences in thermogenesis due

to food intake are associated with differences in the

metabolism of the thyroid hormones. It is possible that

thyroid activity in the chick, an animal presumably without

brown adipose tissue (Johnston, 1971), would differ in

response to caloric intake in comparison to mammalian

species possessing brown fat.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental subjects and general procedures. Fifteen

male and 15 female chickens from each of two lines of

chickens developed through divergent selection for high (HN) ·

or low (LN) body weight at 56 days of age (Dunnington and

Siegel, 1985) were used in this experiment. At 42 days of

age, the chicks were randomly assigned to one of three

dietary treatments: gg libitum feeding (AL), restricted

feeding (RS), and forced feeding (FF).

The birds were caged individually, with 0.09 mz floor

space each, under constant illumination at an ambient

temperature of 21C. Each bird was provided with an

individual feeder. Water was provided gg libitum. Feed

consumption, to the nearest g, was recorded daily. The diet

was formulated to provide 208.3 g/kg crude protein and 3203

ME kcal/kg (Table 8). The feed intake treatments are

described in detail in the Materials and Methods of

Experiment II. After 31 days on the feeding treatments,

feed was removed from all birds. The following day at their

usual feeding time (0800-0900 hr), after fasting for

approximately 24 hr, the chicks were weighed to the nearest .

g, and body core temperature were measured to the nearest

0.lC with an electric digital thermometer and YSI Series 400

thermistor probe. The probe was inserted to a depth of 2 cm
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into the cloaca and allowed to equilibrate for 15 to 30 sec

before the reading was recorded. A blood sample was then

collected from the Vena brachialis into a heparinized

syringe containing sodium fluoride to arrest glycolysis in

the erythrocytes. Following blood collection, chicks were

sacrificed and the abdominal and cervical fat pads excised

and weighed to the nearest 10 mg. The data were expressed

both on a gravimetric basis and as a percentage of the final

body weight. All percentage data were transformed to arc

sine square roots prior to statistical analyses.

Plasma analyses. Blood plasma was harvested by

centrifugation at 3000 g for 10 min and stored frozen at -10

C until further analyses. Plasma total lipid was assayed by

the modified method of Zoellner and Kirsch (1962) using a

commercial kit (American Dade, Division of American Hospital

Supply Corp., Miami, FL). Plasma glucose was assayed using

the glucose oxidase method of Keston (1956) [Sigma Chemical

Co., St. Louis, M0]. Plasma thyroid hormone concentrations

were assayed by a radioimmunoassay technique using

Quantiphase T4 and Quantimmune T3 kits (Biorad Laboratories,

Richmond CA). The procedure was modified to increase the

sensitivity and reduce the cost of the assay (McNabb gt al.,

1984). Sample Volumes were 25 ul for T, and 35 ul for T3.
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Statistical analyses. The results were analyzed using·

analysis of variance with the Least Squared Means test used

to separate treatment differences (Steel and Torrie, 1980).

Percentages and ratios were transformed to arc sine square

roots for analysis. Body weight and adipose tissue weights

were transformed to logarithms prior to analysis because

means and variances were proportional. A value of P S 0.05 _

was accepted as indicative of a significant difference. The

statistical model was:

Y1;k =
"

”“ Li “’ (LT); “'
eijk

where i = 1, 2 lines, j = 1, 2, 3 feeding treatments, k = 1,

2 . . . n individuals.
T



RESULTS

Body weight. Although body weights at the completion

of the experiment did not differ between LN chicks subjected

to restricted and gg libitum feeding, weight gains during

the experiment paralleled feed intake (Table 18).

Regardless of selection line, force—feeding increased body

weights while restricted feeding reduced body weights. The

increase in body weight induced by force-feeding, however,

was far more pronounced in the LN than in the HN chicks,

resulting in a significant line by treatment interaction.

Abdominal and cervical fat deposition. When expressed

as either a total weight or as a percentage, HN chicks had

more abdominal and cervical fat than LNs (Table 19). Force-

feeding increased fat deposition in chickens from both

lines. Restricted feeding reduced fat deposition.

Plasma thyroid hormones. A significant line by

~ treatment interaction for plasma T3 levels was obtained

(Table 20). No differences in plasma T3 due to the feeding

treatments occurred in the HN chicks, while force—fed birds

had higher plasma T3 in the LN line. Chicks in the

restricted—feeding treatment tended to have lower plasma T3

levels but the differences were not significant. When

force-fed, the LN chicks had higher concentrations of plasma

T3 than the HNs. Plasma T3 levels did not differ between LN
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and HN chicks under restricted feeding or ag libitum

feeding.

No significant difference in plasma T, concentrations
U

were obtained. The ratio of T3:T,, therefore, generally

reflected differences in T3 concentrations. The T3:T,

ratio, however, did not differ significantly in the LN

chicks due to the feeding treatments. In the HNs, T3:T,

ratios were lower where force-feeding was employed.

Plasma glucose, plasma lipid, and body temperatures.

Plasma glucose levels did not differ significantly (Table

21). HN chicks had higher levels of plasma lipids in

comparison to the LNs, but plasma lipid values were

unaffected by the feeding treatment. A significant line by

feeding treatment interaction was observed for body

temperature. Body temperatures of the LN chicks were higher

when force·fed, but no differences in body temperatures were

observed among the feeding treatments in the HNs.



DISCUSSION

Growth and body weights were generally characteristic

of these lines (Siegel, 1970; Burgener gt gl., 1981) and fat

deposition in both lines also appeared typical in response

to overfeeding (Nir gt al., 1975; Nir, 1977) and restricted

feeding (Pfaff and Austic, 1976). Griffiths gt al. (1977)

discussed the wide variability for abdominal fat weights of

broiler stocks, and such variability was apparent in both

the HN and LN lines irrespective of the feeding treatments.

In contrast to a previous report (Burgener gt al., 1981),

however, the HN chicks had more abdominal fat, expressed as

a percentage of body weight, than did their LN counterparts,

with the differences being more pronounced under gg libitum

feeding than under restricted or force-feeding (Table 19).

Cervical adipose tissue weights followed similar patterns in

that line differences were apparent under gg libitum

feeding, but not under restricted or force-feeding. These

results indicate that fundamental differences between these

lines in adiposity exist, but differences in appetite must

be expressed for maximum divergence in adiposity to occur.

Overfeeding of adult male cockerels (Nir gt al., 1975)

and male Japanese quail (Nir, 1977) induced a significant

increase in body core temperatures in comparison to

temperatures of birds fed ag libitum. A similar response

114
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was observed in this study with LN but not HN chicks (Table

21). As previously discussed (Experiment II), the LN chicks

may be more dependent on feed intake for maintenance of core

temperature than the HNs, and ag libitum intake may be

insufficient for optimal homeothermic responses in chicks

from this line. Nir gt al. (1975) conducted their study
”

with White Leghorn cockerels, a breed not noted for

adiposity, with body weight characteristics somewhat similar

to the LNs used in this study, and obtained similar results.

The HN chicks, in comparison, exhibit a strong propensity

for fattening under ad libitum feeding, resulting in a

proportion of carcass fat similar to levels found in LN

chicks subjected to force feeding (Experiments I and II).

With chicks from this line, no differences in body

temperature accompanied force-feeding or restricted—feeding.

Generally, no differences exist between breeds of fowl

in deep body (core) temperatures (Fronda, 1921) although

this characteristic may be sensitive to selection (Hutt and

Crawford, 1960). Dunnington and Siegel (1984)

reportedsignificantlylower core temperatures in females of the LN

line when compared to the HNs at 105 days of age. No line

differences were detected with males in their studies. In

this study, the mean core temperatures were also similar for

the two lines.
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Neither feed intake treatment nor line influenced

fasted plasma glucose concentration (Table 21). Similar

observations were previously reported for chicks of these

lines at 28 days of age (Calabotta et gl., 1985). Domestic

fowl have the ability to maintain plasma glucose

concentrations during starvation (Hazelwood and Lorenz,

1959; Riesenfeld et al., 1981), although liver glycogen

stores and plasma glucose levels are decreased in comparison
to mammals (Sarkar, 1971; Brady gt al., 1976, 1977).

Glucose utilization for metabolism provides only 12% of

total heat production after 24 hours of fasting in White

Plymouth Rocks, while carbohydrate stores (glycogen) are

depleted within 6 hr (Riesenfeld gt al., 1981). This

suggests that plasma glucose concentration would be an

insensitive indicator of thermogenic capabilities in fasted

chicks.

Commercial broiler chickens, which are the result of

intensive selection for rapid growth, exhibited lower plasma

T3 concentrations than a randombred control line (May and
Marks, 1983). The present comparisons (Table 20) were

generally consistent with the observations of May and Marks
(1983), but the significant line by feeding treatment

interaction suggested that the differences were likely

associated with differences in feed intake. Force-feeding
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accentuated line differences in plasma T3 concentrations,

while no differences between lines were observed when feed

was restricted.

Differences in plasma T3 concentrations of the LN

chicks in response to the feeding treatments were associated

with similar trends in plasma T3:T4 ratios, although the

differences wre not significant. Overall, T3:T, ratios were

higher in the LN than in the HN chicks. The significant

treatment effect for T3:T, ratios indicated that the ratio

was lower under restricted feeding than under ag libitum and

force-feeding. Assuming that a lower T3:T4 ratio is

associated with a reduction in heat production, this

observation suggests that restricted-fed birds conserve

energy by reducing heat production through mechanisms

mediated via thyroid hormone metabolism.

Increased feed intake in the LN chicks induced by

force-feeding was associated with increase adiposity (Table

19) and increased plasma T3 concentrations (Table 20). This

parallel response of adiposity and plasma T3 to increasing

feed intake could be the result of decreased lipolysis due

to the inhibition of the release of growth hormone by T3

(Harvey, 1983). A paradox, however, is evident. LN chicks

apparently have greater lipolytic capacities than HNs under

gg libitum feeding (Calabotta gt gl., 1985), as well as
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greater circulating growth hormone concentrations (Harvey gt

gl., unpublished data) in spite of higher circulating plasma ·
T3 concentrations (Table 20). LN chicks also tend to have

lower concentrations of plasma insulin and glucagon than the

HNs (Sinsigalli, 1985). These lines, therefore, appear to

exhibit complex differences in their endocrinological

profiles. whether increased plasma T3 levels in the LN

chicks, in comparison to those from the HN line, represents

increased 5'-monodeiodination of T, with increasing feed

intake, as occurs in brown fat of rodents (Seydoux, 1984),

is not known. Cold—stress, however, elicits increased

monodeiodination of T, to T3 in both chickens (Rudas and

Pethes, 1984) and rats (Rothwell and Stock, 1980), so a

parallel response to caloric intake could conceivably also

occur.

As noted previously (Experiments I and II), LN chicks

are less efficient in converting dietary energy to_carcass

energy than are HNs. Improved feed efficiency in mice

selected for large body weight was associated with an

increase in plasma T, concentrations (Cartwright gt al.,

1980). Plasma T3 concentrations were unaffected in the

mice. The authors hypothesized that a reduced requirement

for the more active T3 in large mice resulted in reduced de-

iodination of T,. whether or not a similar response
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resulted from selection for low and high body weight in

these lines of fowl is difficult to ascertain because no

significant differences in plasma T, concentrations were

obtained (Table 20), although T3:T, ratios were consistently

smaller in the HN than in the LN chicks.

Thyroid hormone metabolism has been implicated in diet-

induced thermogenesis in mammals (Gurr gt al., 1980; Dauncey

gt al., 1983, 1984; Pillay and Bailey, 1983), presumably

because of the action of thyroid hormones on Na+,
K+—ATPase

through a potentiation of norepinephrine stimulation of

brown adipose tissue (Smith and Edelman, 1979; Horwitz,

1979; Rothwell gt al., 1981a, b, c; Rothwell and Stock,

l98lb). In the present study, the increased plasma T3

levels in response to force-feeding of the LN chicks were

similar to the responses observed in mammals. The

differential responses between the LN and HN chicks were

also reminiscent of differences in thermogenic responses

between lean and obese mice (Himms-Hagen and Desautels,

1978; Rothwell and Stock, 1983b). These similar

observations may suggest that thermogenic responses of

chicks to caloric overconsumption resemble those of mammals.

Alternatively, the data may indicate that hormonal responses

to caloric overconsumption in chicks and mammals are

similar, but the absence of brown adipose tissue in the
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chick precludes the thermogenic responses observed in

mammals.
In summary, an investigation of the influence of over-

and under-feeding in the domestic fowl on plasma thyroid

hormones which have been implicated in the adaptive diet-

induced thermogenesis exhibited by over—fed mammals (Gun gt

al., 1980; Dauncey gt gl., 1983, 1984) and plasma glucose

and lipid was made with growing chicks of the LN and HN

lines. The LN chicks showed a higher ratio of T3 to T, than

the HNs. Overfeeding elevated plasma T3 concentrations in

the LN line but had no other discernible effect on thyroid

hormone concentrations in either line. Plasma glucose and

lipid were also unresponsive to over- and under—feeding.

The evidence suggests that the increase in heat production

with overfeeding detected in Experiments II and III is not

the result of the specific action of the thyroid hormones.
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Table 20. Plasma concentrations of triiodothyronine (T3)

thyroxine (T,), and ratio of T3 to T, of low-weight (LN) and

high—weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad libitum

(AL), and restricted (RS) feeding (Means and standard errors)

Treat-
Line ment n T3 T, T3:T,

·—---——---ng/ml-—-—-----—-

LN sr (6) 1.92 1 .233 6.85 1 1.143 0.36 1 .09a
AL (10) 1.28 1 .16b 6.47 1 1.053 0.31 1 .093

RS (10) 0.85 1 .08b 6.61 1 0.603 0.16 1 .043

HN FF (8) 0.90 1 .073 7.45 1 0.603 0.12 1 .01b

AL (6) 1.11 1 .123 6.72 1 0.633 0.17 1 .01a
RS (10) 0.86 1 .10a 6.43 1 0.263 0.13 1.03ab —

Analyses

Line * ns *
Treatment * ns ns
L x T * ns ns

a’bFor each variable, means within a line with the same
superscript are not significantly different (P S .05).

* = significant effect (P S .05).

ns = non-significant effect (P > .05).
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Table 21. Plasma concentrations of glucose, total lipids,

and body core temperature of low·weight (LN) and high—weight

(HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad libitum (AL), and

restricted (RS) feeding (Means and standard errors)

Treat- Core
Line ment n Glucose Total lipid temperature

-----·——--mg/dl-·--—-·-- -C-

LN FF (6) 217 1 16a 323 1 15a 41.70 1 .0sa
AL (10) 194 1 23a 295 1 14a 40.59 1 .43b

RS (10) 197 1 14a 275 1 9a 40.58 1 .18b

HN FF (8) 198 1 6a 360 1
7a

41.23 1 .11a

A1. (9) 172 1 13a 335 1 13a 41.24 1 .0sa
RS (10) 181 1 13a 361 1

19a 41.16 1 .07a

Analyses

Line ns * ns
Treatment ns ns *
L x T ns ns *

a’bFor each variable, means within a line with the same
superscript are not significantly different (P S .05).

* = significant effect (P S .05).

ns = non—significant effect (P > .05).



SYNTHESIS

Mammals apparently possess adaptive mechanisms allowing

some dissipation of excessive ingested energy as heat to

reduce the accumulation of body fat (see reviews by Himms-

Hagen, 1983, 1985; Rothwell and Stock, 1981, l983a,b).

Increased thermogenesis resulting from caloric

overconsumption is the result of an obligatory component

associated with nutrient digestion, absorption, and

assimilation — commonly referred to the heat increment of

feeding - and an adaptive diet—induced thermogenesis

associated with the stimulation of brown adipose tissue

(Seydoux, 1984). In the domestic fowl, the relationship

between caloric intake and thermogenesis is not clear, and

it is assumed that birds lack brown adipose tissue

(Johnston, 1971). The studies reported in this

dissertation, therefore, were undertaken to examine energy

balance in relation to food intake in chickens. Comparisons

were made between lines developed through long-term

selection for high (HN) and low (LN) body weight at 56 days

of age (Dunnington and Siegel, 1985). Diet—induced

thermogenesis, energetic efficiency, and brown fat activity

exhibit considerable genetic variability in mammals

(Rothwell and Stock, 1983b), as does feed efficiency in

poultry (Washburn gt al., 1975a, b; Pym and Farrell, 1977).

1
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In the initial study, energy balance was examined in

chicks from the two lines subjected to eg libitum feeding, _

restricted feeding, or the provision of glucose solutions lg

lleg of drinking water.‘ The remaining studies involved

similar designs except that a force—feeding treatment

replaced the treatment involving glucose solutions. Traits

measured included caloric intake, excreta energy, body

composition, metabolizability of the diets, oxygen

consumption and carbon dioxide production, heat production,

body temperature, plasma glucose, plasma lipid, and the

concentration of thyroid hormones in plasma.

When drinking water was replaced with a glucose

solution, feed consumption decreased, and total caloric

intake was reduced by about 25% and 10% in the LN and HN

chicks, respectively. Body weight gains and the deposition

of protein and ash into the carcass were also reduced by

this treatment. Carcass fat deposition, in contrast, was

increased, indicating that fat deposition cannot be

explained solely on the basis of caloric intake. The

increased carcass fat in the chicks provided with glucose

solutions was probably due to increased hepatic lipogenesis

in response to glucose (Hillard eg el., 1980; Pearce, 1980b)

and/or the wide caloriezprotein ratio of the total diet

consumed (Donaldson, 1985). Carbohydrate may also increase
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hepatic T4—5'-deiodinase (Gavin gt al., 1981), resulting in

increased concentrations of T3 which, in turn, induces

lipogenic enzyme activity (Mariash and Oppenheimer, 1982).

Although the latter observations were with rats, the chick

resembles the rat in that carbohydrate—protein imbalances

increase plasma T3 levels (Carew gt al., 1984).

The provision of glucose solutions to the HN chicks

decreased the proportion of energy excreted and dissipated

as heat and increased the proportion deposited into the

carcass (Table 3). Similar patterns were not observed in

the LN chicks. The energy required per g weight gain, as a

result, was much higher in the LN chicks provided with

glucose solutions (Table 3) in comparison to the HN chicks,

or the LNs subjected to the other treatments. The different

responses between the HNs and the LNs to the glucose

solutions could have been due to differences in caloric

intake (Table 2). The more pronounced depression in food

intake occurring in the LNs, as compared to the HNs, in

response to the glucose solutions could also have produced a

severe protein deficiency, further exacerbating the effects

on energetic efficiency. Carew gt gl. (1984), however,

reported that the chicken differs from the rat in that a

protein deficiency results in improved caloric efficiency

rather than increased energy expenditure.
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Consistent with previous reports (Brown and McCartney,

1977; McCartney and Brown, 1983; Wilson gt al., 1983), feed

restriction reduced feed intake, body weight gain, and the

gain of carcass dry matter, protein, ash, and lipid. The

reduction in carcass fat due to feed restriction tended to

be proportionately greater in the LN than in the HN chicks

(Tables 5 and 11). Several factors could have contributed

to these differences. Greater lipolytic capacities could

have increased lipid turnover in the LN, as compared to the

HN, chicks (Calabotta gt al., 1985). Feed restriction also

tended to be more pronounced in the LN than in the HN chicks

because ag libitum intake appeared to be influenced by

individual caging of the LN chicks. This latter observation

may indicate that the LNs are more sensitive to social

facilitation of feeding.

Force feeding induced a general increase in growth of

all body constituents measured in both lines, although the

magnitude of the changes was generally greater and hence

more evident in the HN than LN chicks. The efficiency of

dietary energy utilization for carcass gain was enhanced by

overfeeding. The ability to metabolize dietary energy

differed between lines, although the results were somewhat

inconsistent between experiments. In Experiment I, the LN

chicks exhibited higher metabolizability values than the
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HNs, while in Experiment II, the results differed among the

feeding treatments. When restricted feeding was practiced,

metabolizability values were higher for HN than LN chicks.

Under ag libitum or force-feeding, metabolizable energy

values were similar between lines. Similar observations

were reported previously (Siegel and Wisman, 1966). This

genetic-nutrition interaction probably explains the

contradictory results reported previously when populations

were compared in their ability to metabolize dietary energy

(Stutz and Matterson, 1963; Sibbald and Slinger, 1963;

Slinger gt al., 1964; Begin, 1967, 1969; Proudman gt gl.,

1970; March and Biely, 1971; Washburn gt gl., 1975; Leclercq

and Saadoun, 1982; Sorenson gt al., 1983; Pym gt al., 1984;

Laurin gt al., 1985).

Force—feeding increased body core and surface

temperatures of chicks from both lines in Experiment II. In

the final experiment, increases in body core temperature due

to forced feeding were observed only in the LN chicks. The

effects of restricted feeding on body temperature also

tended to be more pronounced in LN than in HN chicks.

Moreover, the greater thermal circulation indices (TCI) of

the LN chicks, which increased with fasting, in comparison

to the HNs may have indicated that the LNs are unable to

generate sufficient body heat to maintain homeothermy when
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feed is restricted, and perhaps when ag libitum feeding is

practiced.

Increases in feed intake are associated with an _

increased mass of the digestive tract and associated

digestive organs (Goss, 1978). Teeter and Smith (1985)

recently reported that force—feeding broiler chicks

increases body weights by about 40%, but only about 4% of

the increase was in the weight of the eviscerated carcass;

more than two—thirds of the weight gain was due to the

increased mass of the gastrointestinal tract and ancillary

organs. The liver, gut, and kidneys generate approximately

40% of the heat dissipated in fed rats (Webster, 1981). In

the overfed chicken, the increased metabolic activity and

calorigenesis resulting from an increase in gut tissue of

about 150 g (Teeter and Smith, 1985) must be considerable,

but would still comprise a relatively small proportion of

the increased calories ingested; heat production as a

proportion of ingested or metabolized energy was reduced in

force-fed chicks (Table 14). The metabolic heat produced as

a result of increased gut mass, however, may have improved

the thermoregulatory ability of the LN chicks, even after a

fast of 24 hours (Table 15).

Growth in the fowl is influenced by thermoregulatory

ability (Berman, 1973), a phenomenon that may be partly
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associated with reduced nutrient utilization associated with

hypothermia (Giurgea gt al., 1982). When chicks were force-

fed, however, energetic efficiency and carcass fat

deposition increased in spite of increases in body

temperature. Moreover, calculated heat production values in

the balance studies also suggested that heat production was

increased in response to force-feeding, although energetic

efficiency and fat deposition did not appear to be reduced

to any substantial extent. Consequently, heat production

and metabolic rates were directly examined in the third

experiment. The results indicated that increases of 20% or
‘

more in oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and

heat production were induced by force feeding (Table 17).

The contribution of this heat, over that associated with the

cost of digestion, absorption, and assimilation of the

additional nutrients ingested, to thermoregulation would be

considerable. The savings in energy associated with

thermoregulation would free more chemical energy for tissue

deposition. The importance of this process was particularly

evident in the LN chicks, which have poorer thermoregulatory

ability, in that these chicks were able to deposit about

twenty-fold more lipid into their carcass under force-

feeding than under gg libitum feeding (Experiment II).
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Force-feeding resulted in increased plasma T3 levels in

the LN but not in the HN chicks (Table 20). Although this

endocrinological response was similar to that of mammals

exhibiting diet—induced thermogenesis, the chickens did not

appear to exhibit similar responses in energy balance. Heat

production was consistently increased by caloric

overconsumption, but only to a level explicable by increases

in heat increment, caloric intake, body weight, and the mass

of metabolically active tissues, particularly the

gastrointestinal tract and ancillary organs. It may be,

therefore, that the chick resembles mammals in their

endocrinological responses to caloric intake, but the

absence of brown fat or other tissues with similar

thermogenic capacities precludes the expression of diet-

induced thermogenesis.
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Appendix Table 1. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for body weight (initial, final, gain) of low-weight (LN)

and high—weight (HN) chicks in response to calories in

liquid form (GL), ad libitum (AL), and restricted (RS)
’

feeding, Experiment I

Body weight
Source df initial final gain

Line 1 526736*** 528271*** 593032***

Treatment 2 25 2383** 23474***

L x T 3 16 535 7132*

Error 54 410 468
l

2065

Body weight data were transformed to logarithms
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 2. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for carcass composition and carcass energy content of low-

weight (LN) and high—weight (HN) chicks in response to

calories in liquid form (GL), ad libitum (AL), and

restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment I

Dry matter Fat Protein Ash Energy
Source df (Z) (ZDM) (ZDM) (ZDM) (kcal/gDM)

Line 1 40287*** 24495*** 15017*** 29509*** 14276***

Treat. 2 16418*** 13579*** 5769*** 5966*** 2661***

L x T 2 942 . 612 227 233 51

Error 54 319 434 176 191 34

Percentage data were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 3. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

‘
for the gain in carcass energy and constituents of low-

weight (LN) and high-weight (HN) chicks in response to

calories in liquid form (GL), ad libitum (AL), and

restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment I

Dry matter Fat Protein Ash Energy
Scurca df (q) (q) (g) (q) (kcal)

Line 1 31039*** 38287*** 46898*** 80373*** 15563***

Treat. 2 2290*** 11535*** » 2705*** 8136*** 1593***

L x T 2 1898*** 8071*** 942* 5069** 1266***

Error 54 93 309 297 874 48

*P s .05, **P s .01, ***P s .001.
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Appendix Table 4. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for percentage utilization of dietary energy of low-weight _

(LN) and high-weight (HN) chicks in response to calories in

liquid form (GL), ad libitum (AL), and restricted (RS)

feeding, Experiment I

Z of ingested energy Z of metab. energy
Source df Excr. Diss. Depo. Diss. Depo.

Line 1 14305** 284539*** 34175*** 46876*** 46876***

Treat. 2 15952*** 17330*** 9429*** 10637*** 10637***

L x T 2 889 13878** 1752** 2043** 2043**

Error 54 1328 2765 302 404 404

Percentage data were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 5. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for energy balance of low-weight (LN) and high-weight (HN)

chicks in response to calories in liquid form (GL), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment I

Energy intake Energy Metaboli-
Feed Total Excr. Metab. zability

Source df (kcal) (kcal) (kcal) (kcal) (%)

Line 1 21998*** 28200** 12171** 17700** 14305**

Treat. 2 1452*** 770** 402** 521** 15952***

L x T 2 519*** 404** 210** 276** 888

Error 54 24 29 25 19 1328

Percentage data were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 6. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for energy balance of low-weight (LN) and high-weight (HN)

chicks in response to calories in liquid form (GL), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment I

Carcass energy Energy dissipated
Source df (kcal) (kcal)

(103) (10*)

Line 1 15563** 8760**

Treatment 2 1593** 185**

L x T 2 1266** 56**

Error 54 48 10

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 8. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for carcass composition and carcass energy content of low-

weight (LN) and high—weight (HN) chicks initially (CL) and

in response to force (FF), ad libitum (AL), and restricted

(RS) feeding, Experiment II

Dry matter Fat Protein Ash Energy
Source df (%) (ZDM) (ZDM) (ZDM) (kcal/gDM)

Line 1 3898*** 23099*** 9553*** 1783*** 12685***

Treat. 3 1422*** 10901*** 4371*** 607*** 1725***

L x T 3 98** 892 768 124*** 553***

VError 72 19 350 393 13 52

Percentage data were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 9. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for the gain in carcass constituents of low·weight (LN)

and high—weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment II

Dry matter Fat Protein Ash Energy
Swrce df (q) (q) (q) (q) (kcal)

· (10*) (lo") (l¤°) (1O") (1Oä)
Line 1 26895*** 30188*** 43680*** 14933*** 13747***

Treat. 2 7112*** 17264***l 7122*** 2530*** 3747***

L x T 2 2163*** 6116*** 2129*** 806*** 1251***

Error 54 22 149 167 27 11

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 12. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for apparent metabolizable energy (AME) corrected for „

nitrogen retention using the gain in body nitrogen (AMEnb)

or the feed nitrogen retained (AMEnf) of low—weight (LN)

and high-weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment II

AME AMEnb AME¤f
Source df (kcal/g) (kcal/g) (kcal/g)

Line 1 127 440 69

Treat. 2 9133*** 12585*** 8344***

L x T 2 4751** 3741* 4077**

Error 54 763 765 731

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 14. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for body weight (initial, final, gain) and feed consumption

during metabolic rate assessment of low—weight (LN) and

high-weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment III

Body weight Feed
initial final gain consumption

S¤¤r¢@ df (q) (g) (q) (g)

Line 1 22589*** 21350*** 20838*** 21008***

Treatment 2 265 450*** 2291*** 3978***

L x T 2 156 1 35 1673***

Error 30 9 20 83 38

Body weight data were transformed to logarithms prior
to analysis.

*P s .05, **P s .01, ***P s .001.
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Appendix Table 15. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for body weight (initial, final, gain) of low·weight (LN)

and high-weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment IV

Body weight
Source df initial final gain

·
Line 1 35881*** 32640*** 33883***°

Treatment 2 2 1976*** 3918***

L x T 2 23 300** 552*

Error 49 26
4

50 155

Body weight data were transformed to logarithms
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 16. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for abdominal and cervical adipose tissue expressed

empirically (g) and as a proportion of final body weight

in low-weight (LN) and high-weight (HN) chicks in response

to force (FF), ad libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding,

Experiment IV

Abdominal Cervical
adipose tissue adipose tissue

Swrce df (q) (%>(q)Line

1 29109*** 781*** 90286*** 311***

Treatment 2 28029*** 6084*** 98763*** 4037***

L x T 2 10448*** 41 29585*** 88*

Error 49 117 24 350 22

Percentages were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

I
*P s .05, **P s .01, ***P s .001.
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Appendix Table 17. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for plasma concentrations of triiodothyronine

(T3),thyroxine(T4), and ratio of T3 to T4 of low-weight (LN)
·

and high-weight (HN) chicks in response to force (FE), ad

libitum (AL), and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment IV

T3 T4
Source df (ng/ml) (ng/ml) T3:T4

Line 1 21353*** 6895 30697**

Treatment 2 14100*** 20069 8421

L x T 2 12944*** 6751 7444

Error 49 1631 53248 3447

Ratios were transformed to arc sine square roots
prior to analysis.

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.
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Appendix Table 18. Mean squares and degrees of freedom

for plasma concentrations of glucose, total lipids, and

body core temperatures of low-weight (LN) and high-weight

(HN) chicks in response to force (FF), ad libitum (AL),

and restricted (RS) feeding, Experiment IV

Core
Glucose Total lipid temperature

Source df (mg/dl) (mg/dl) °C

Line 1 48168 39849*** 8724

Treatment 2 28467 3515 18501*

L x T 2 863 3560 16948*

Error 49 22680 1721 4369

*P S .05, **P S .01, ***P S .001.





DIET-INDUCED THERMOGENESIS

IN THE DOMESTIC CHICKEN

by
_ James R. Blackman

(ABSTRACT)

Four experiments were conducted to examine the

energetic responses of chicks from lines divergently

selected for 56·day body weight to caloric intake. Caloric

overconsumption or calorie—protein imbalances were induced

by providing glucose solutions (16% w/v) lg lleg of water in

the first experiment, and by force—feeding the diet to crop

capacity in the subsequent trials. Feed restriction was

accomplished by providing 75% of eg libitum intake each day.

Both low-weight (LN) and high-weight (HN) chicks

reduced their voluntary feed intake when glucose solutions

were provided; caloric intake was reduced by 25% and 10% in

LN and HN chicks, respectively. Weight gain and the

deposition of protein and ash in the carcass were reduced by

the glucose treatment, but carcass lipid deposition was

increased. The efficiency of energy deposition was improved

in HN but unchanged in LN chicks. Feed restriction reduced

feed intake, energetic efficiency, and gain of body weight,

carcass dry matter, protein, lipid and ash. The suppression

of lipid deposition was more severe in the LN chicks than in

the HNs.



Overfeeding of a complete diet increased body weight,

the deposition of all carcass constituents, and energetic

efficiency. Feed restriction exerted an opposite effect,

with the LN chicks exhibiting more pronounced responses than

the HNs. Determined metabolizable energy values of the diet

differed among feeding treatments and between lines, and

line by feeding treatment interactions were observed.

Body core and surface temperatures demonstrated that

the LN chicks were less able than the HNs to maintain

homeothermy under treatments imposed. Heat production

tended to be increased by overfeeding and reduced by feed

restriction. Metabolic rates were higher in LN than in HN

chicks when the chicks were fed ag libitum or subjected to

restricted feeding, but not when force·fed. The latter

observations were attributed to differences in physical

activity. Plasma triiodothyronine (T3) of LN chicks was

increased by force-feeding and reduced by restricted

feeding, but no significant differences in plasma T3

occurred in HNs. Thyroxine (T4) and the T3:T4 ratios were

unchanged by feed intake, although LNs exhibited higher

plasma T3 and T3:T4 ratios than HNs. Although

endocrinological changes to caloric consumption analogous to

those observed in mammals occurred, energy balance did not

confirm the existence of diet-induced thermogenesis in the

fowl.




